THIS DISPLAY PANEL SHOWS A FEW ONLY OF OUR

Dials & Panel Fitments

1. Eddystone No. 637 S.M. Dial, 34" dia. scale. Engraved 0/100 black on mat silver. Vernier provided. Reduction 10/1 13/-

2. Eddystone No. 598 Full vision S.M. Dial. Escutcheon 6" x 4¼". With one ivory scale and two spare printed scales for home calibration. Reduction 19/9

3. Eddystone No. 597 Precision miniature S.M. Scale dia. 2". Indicator provided. Engraved ivory on black S.M. 10/1 13/-

4. Webb’s 4" Direct Drive. Engraved black on white. 0/100. With 2¼" instrument knob 6/-

5. Bulgin dial lamp holder, type 19 2/3

6. Muirhead D130A Direct Drive, scale dia. 2½". Complete with skirt knob 11/-

7. Igranic closed circuit Midget Jack 2/3 (Also Webb’s Indicator Discs for Jacks and switches) 4d.

8. Webb’s Indicator Scales, 1½" dia. 6d. Eddystone 1027 Miniature Pointer Knob 9d.

9. Muirhead D131BV S.M. Dial, scale dia. 4". 0/180. Drive ratio 6/1 19/6

10. Eddystone No. 62 Pointer Knob and Scale, dia of scale 3" 2/-

11. Eddystone No. 639, Precision miniature 2½" dial. Reduction 10/1. With indicator. Engraved black on silver 15/-

12. Eddystone No. 425 Miniature Pointer Knob and Dial, scale dia. 1½" 1/8

13. Raymart TXJ Knob and Scale, scale dia. 3" 3/11


15. Webb’s Transmitter labels 1½" x ¾" 4d.


17. Muirhead D111AV S.M. Dial Scale dia. 6". Reduction 50/1 £3/3/-

18. Muirhead D111AV Precision 4" Dial. Ratio 50/1 £2/8/-


Webb’s Indicator Scales. Calibrated black on white ivory discs 1½" dia. with ½" centre hole. Available in various Oscillator, Amplifier and Receiver markings, all at 6d. each.

Webb’s Indicator Discs. For Switches and Jacks, 1½" dia. centre hole ¾". White engravings on black background. In various markings for Receivers, Transmitters, etc, all at 4d. each.

Webb’s Transmitter Labels. Engraved white on black with 8 B.A. fixing holes. Size 1½" x ¾". In 30 markings for Transmitter use, all at 4d. each.

THESE COMPONENTS ARE MOUNTED ON:—Webb’s 31½" rack assembly comprising bottom fender, pair of 31½" uprights and pair of backstays. Drilled to international standards. Finished smooth black. . . . . . . . £3/-

Webb’s 10½" black crackle international rack panel . . 9/9
RECONSTRUCTION, as we now know too well, means something other than enjoyment of the non-existent fruits of victory. The amenities of a world at well-earned peace are not for us until we have replaced the ravages of war with the necessities of life and the realities of universal peaceful intent for victors, victims and vanquished alike.

That is speaking collectively. . . For ourselves, we learned much and progressed far in the six years of ceaseless toil, urged on by dire necessity and peril. We are not resting now. We are still pressing on, pressing into the service of those engaged in rebuilding the body and soul of a whole world the knowledge gained, the advancements perfected, the skill and craftsmanship that outmatched the efforts of our enemies.

"Avo" Electrical Testing Instruments set a standard by which other instruments are judged.

THE UNIVERSAL
AVOMETER
THE "AVO"
ALL-WAVE OSCILLATOR
"AVO" VALVE TESTER
"AVO" TEST BRIDGE
UNIVERSAL AVOMINOR
THE D.C. AVOMINOR
"AVO" LIGHT METER
"AVO" EXPOSURE METRE, ETC., ETC.

Catalogues on application.

PRECISION ELECTRICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

Regd. Trade Mark

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers:
The AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT Co. Ltd.
Winder House, Douglas Street, London, S.W.1  'Phone: VICtoria 3404-9
QUALITY, PERFORMANCE & RELIABILITY

TYPE D.104 PIEZO ELECTRIC CRYSTAL MICROPHONE

This model is eminently suitable for short-wave work. It is inexpensive, and provides an output level slightly higher than a condenser microphone and 3 D.B. lower than a carbon microphone, whilst in all other respects such as performance, reliability, quality and ruggedness of construction the D.104 is pre-eminent.

The dimensions are 3” diameter x 1” deep. The D.104 is finished in chromium and is furnished with 6 ft. of high-quality shielded cable, together with either four screw eyes for suspending in a ring, or with handle, with or without built-in switch key, which short-circuits the microphone when not in use.

The output level is approximately minus 20 D.B.

Price £5.0.0

TYPES ‘A’ AND ‘B’ CRYSTAL HEADPHONES

Types “A” and “B” headphones have been famous for many years for their light weight, sturdiness and wide frequency response range.

Type “A” is a light-weight general-purpose headphone, while Type “B” is ultra-light, weighing less than 3½ ounces including headband and cord, and is hermetically sealed.

The impedance of Type “A” is over 50,000 ohms at 400 cycles while Type “B” is 25,000 ohms at 400 cycles.

Price: Type “A” or “B” complete with cords and headbands. Per pair £3.10.0

Soft rubber moulded caps for Type “B” headphone, ensuring comfortable wear over a long period can be supplied at an additional cost of 3/- per pair.

Send for literature giving full technical details of all ROTHERMEL Piezo Electric Crystal Products and other equipment.

R. A. ROTHERMEL LTD., Canterbury Road, Kilburn, London, N.W.6

DEPENDABILITY

is Essential

Reception conditions range from excellent to very poor; signal strength from strong to very weak, and to cope successfully with all such conditions you need a pair of highly sensitive and dependable headphones. If you want maximum reception results you should insist that your local dealer supplies you with a pair of the rightly famous S. G. BROWN headphones. Sea, land and air W/T operators, servicemen, experimenters and radio amateurs all vouch for their dependability.

TYPE “F” (Featherweight) 25/-

Descriptive Brochure “S.W.” gives details of full range. Prices from 25/- up to 105/- for Moving Coil Type K.

Brochure “S.W.” sent on request.

S. G. Brown, Ltd.

VICTORIA RD., NORTH ACTON, LONDON, W.3
Which Switch is the right Switch?

...is it Rotary or Push-button or Slider? Is it wanted for circuit selection, band selection, tap switching? Is it for a new design or in quantities for a well proved circuit?

Whatever it is — the answer is always OAK!

The basic design of all Oak switches is one of strength and efficient functioning, including such exclusive features as the double-contact clip, and the floating rotor ensuring self-alignment of each section.

BRITISH N.S.F. CO. LTD., Keighley, Yorkshire
(A.B. METAL PRODUCTS LTD., Feltham, Middx.
(Sole Licensees of OAK Manufacturing Co., Chicago)
(Sub. Licensees of N.S.F.)
The only Manufacturers of Oak Switches under Patent Nos. 478391 & 478392

R.A.M. V.F.O. UNIT. Forms the complete tuned circuit for a Franklin Variable Frequency Oscillator, or Ham band Frequency Meter, in die-cast aluminium box, completely enclosed, and ready for fixing to chassis. Supplied with suitable circuit design and layout. Complete with valve.

Write for List M/5
Price £3.14.0

R.A.M. 5, 10 and 20 meter CONVERTOR. Gang tuned R.F., Mixer, and oscillator stages, using plug-in coils. 1-6 Mc/s output for feeding to main receiver. Complete in black crackle cabinet, including valves.

Write for List M/6
Price £13.10.0

R.A.M. V.F.O. Complete with all valves and cabinet.

Write for List M/1.
Price £14.10.0

R.A.M. TRANSMITTER, Type 21. 40 watts. Complete with power pack, coils and valves. List M/2.
Price £32.10.0

R.A.M. TRANSMITTER, Type 41. 25 watts. Supplied with coils for one band, but less valves and x'tal. List M/4.
Price £6.10.0

Power pack to suit.
Price £1.6

CONSTRUCTIONAL AND MAINTENANCE SERVICE. One of our specialities is the construction of transmitters and other equipment to special order, and the service and overhaul of communications receivers. We will gladly send a quotation on receipt of details, and our charges are reasonable. Our staff includes G400, GB1D, G2PP, G3PS, who are only too pleased to help you in your problems.

OUR GENERAL LIST TR/2 covers Power Supply equipment and other items of interest to all Hams, including Absorption Wave-meters, Phone monitors, Field Strength Meters etc.

AGENTS We have pleasure in announcing the appointment of the following specialists, as Agents for R.A.M. Products and Service. They will give all information regarding the equipment and Constructional Service. FIRST LIST. Graham Newberry, Axminster, Devon.
Vamplew Bros., 67a Main Ridge, Boston, Lincs.
Smith's Radio Service, Buckie, Banffshire, Scotland.
Johnson's (Radio), Bollington, Macclesfield.

LONDON AND HOME COUNTIES. Messrs. Palace Electrical Ltd., 32 Chiltern Street, W.1, are handling R.A.M. equipment in this area, and invite your enquiries both retail and trade. They will demonstrate this gear in their Showrooms at the address given.

NOTE—We have absolutely no connection with any other firm trading under the same or similar name as ourselves.

TAYLOR 1468
RADIO CLEARANCE LTD.
27 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, W.1.

SPECIAL OFFER
10-VALVE S.W. RECEIVERS. EX-R.A.F. TYPE 1481.

Electrolytics, 8MF, 170v 2/3; 8MF 450v 3/3; 50MF, 12v 1/9.
Ex-Army No. 38 Set. 5-Valve Trans-Rec., Range 74-9 Mc/s, complete with 2v valves and junction box 45/-; 3 spare valves in metal case, 10/-; Rod aerials, 2 sections in case 7/6.
Smoothing Chokes, 2-5H 200mA; 7/6, 400mA 2500 20H, 18/6.
Mansbridge Condensers, 1 MF 350v, 8d, 1 MF 1000v 1/3, 1 MF 300v 3/6, 2 MF 300v 1/-, 1 MF 600v 4-6, 1 MF 1500v 5/-, 2 MF 400v 8d, 2000v 1/9, 2500v 2½, 5 1200v 1/6. All Working V.
0-30mA Moving Coil Milliammeters, 2½" scale, Flush Mounting, 8/6.
Telescopic Aerials, 103° extended, 15° closed, useful for car aerials, dipoles, etc., 9/-.

H.F. Chokes, U.S.W. 1/-, SW/MW on ceramic former, 1/6.
Air Dielectric Variable Condns., 30PF ½ spindle 1/-, 50PF Diff., Ceramic Base 1½ spindle 2½, 50PF Straight Ceramic Base 2½.
Metal Rectifiers, 12v 1A Bridge Type 4/6. 250v H.W. 50mA 4/6.
20W Vitreous Resistors with clips 120W, 2000, 2K, 8½.
Silver Micas, Most values 10-6000pF, 6d.
Mansbridge Condensers, 1 MF 350v, 8d, IMF 1000v 3½, IMF 300v 3/6, IMF 300v 1½, IMF 600v 4½, IMF 1500v 5½, 2MF 400v 8d, 2000v 1/9, 2500v 2½, 5 1200v 1½. All Working V.

IN STOCK!
THE RADIO HANDBOOK
An American publication Exclusively for the Amateur TRANSMITTERS, RECEIVERS, TEST GEAR, VALVE TABLES, etc.

Send order to Authorised Distributors.
DALE INTERNATIONAL Publications Ltd.
105 BOLSOVER STREET, LONDON, W.1.

ORDER FORM
To:--
Dale International Publications Ltd.
105 Bolsover Street, London, W.1
Please send me a copy of THE RADIO HANDBOOK.
I enclose remittance for 15/-

NAME
ADDRESS
Date

Send to:--
Dale International Publications Ltd.
105 Bolsover Street, London, W.1
Please send me a copy of THE RADIO HANDBOOK.
I enclose remittance for 15/-

NAME
ADDRESS
Date

THE RADIO HANDBOOK
OVER 700 PAGES
(Cloth bound)
PRICE
15/-
Post Paid
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SERIES 100
MULTI-RANGE
TEST SET by
PULLIN

A Service Engineers' Universal Testing
Set with a sensitivity of 10,000 Ohms per volt.
The Instrument is housed in a strong metal case
with carrying handle, and is complete with one pair of
leads having detachable bull-dog clips and test prcds.

Ranges :

AC/DC Volts : 10, 25, 100, 250, 500, 1000.
D.C. Millamps : 25, 10, 25, 10, 500
AC/DC Microamps : 100 Microamps or
the 10V range.

Resistance ranges: 0-1 Meg., (135,500
Ohms mid scale). 0/10,000 Ohms (135
Ohms mid scale).

Frequency Range :

15 to 20,000 Cycles per second.

Accuracy :

3% on D.C. Ranges.
41% on A.C. Ranges (for sinusoidal waveforms).
5% on Resistance Ranges (Compensated
for normal variation of cell voltage).

Size:

9” x 51/2” x 4”.

Terminals : Socket head type.

VALLANCE'S
SUMMER OFFER

A very limited number of brand new WF25D C.W.
Transmitters at the bargain price of £29 10s. each,
which is below cost price. Each transmitter is guaran-
teed in new and perfect condition and is offered
subject to being unsold. This is a genuine bargain
offer which will save you many pounds—not a "gag".
The transmitters are of recent construction, are built
of the finest components, and are not Government
surplus. These bargains will be snapped up by the first
orders that reach us. Make sure you are not too late
by posting your order now.

SPECIFICATION of the WF25D is :-

Power Input. 25 watts C.W.
Fq. Range. Plug-in coils for 10 to 160 Bands.
Valves. Metal 6L6 xtal controlled oscillator feeding
807. 5U4G Power Supply.
Contacts. Mains switch with pilot lamp. Stand-by
Transmit switch with indicator lamps. P.A. Tuning
Control. Osc. Tuning Control. Jacks for keying in
C.O. or 807.

The equipment is complete in beautifully finished grey
cellulose case, with chromium carrying handles. All
components and insulation are of the highest quality,
and each instrument is fully tested on the air before
delivery. An outstanding feature of its design is that
not only is it a most efficient C.W. Transmitter, but it
may ultimately be used as a Driver Unit for a 150 watt
Power Amplifier, without any alteration. It can,
therefore, form the first unit of a high power trans-
mitting outfit, thereby considerably cutting down cost
when High Power is required.

Supplied complete with .7 mc. crystal and coils.

Packing and rail charge 10/- extra plus £2 case charge
returnable.

OTHER SPECIAL LINES. "Walkie-Talkie" tele-
scopical aerials, 8 ft. 6 in. extended, 15 in. closed. 15/-
post free.

5 metre DIPOLE AERIALS. 38/6d. post free.

MOVING COIL METERS. 0-50 microamps.
Round, flush mounting, 31/2 in. dia. Resistance 1,200
ohms. 60/-.

0-500 microamps. 21/2 in. dia. flush mounting. 34/6d.
0-1ma. 31/2 in. dia. flush mounting. 45/5d.
0-30ma. 2 in. dia. flush mounting. 20/3d.
0-50 volt 2 in. dia. flush mounting. 10/9d.
0-10 amp. 2 in. square, black scale with white pointer
and calibration. Sangamo-Weston. 14/-.

0-20 amp. 2 in. dia. -075v. with external shunt. 18/9d.

SPECIAL OFFER. Everett-Edgcumbe moving coil
meters, 6 in. scale, calibrated 0-150v. full scale deflec-
tion 0-1ma. in black bakelite case, size 7 in. x 7 in. x
23 in. This meter has a magnificent movement and is
worth double the price. Provides an ideal base for
a multi-range meter 1,000 ohms per volt. PRICE £6,
M.C.R.I Midget Communication Receivers. £11 10s.
complete with power supply, phones and H.T. Battery.
504 Eddystone Communication Receivers £5 18s. 7d.
including tax, plus 7/6d. packing and rail charge, plus
£2 case charge (returnable). Delivery from stock.

Please send your orders and enquiries for our
immediate attention.

We despatch goods wherever possible the day we
receive your order. These are securely packed
against damage, and can be sent C.W.O. or C.O.D.
whichever suits you better. When sending C.W.O.
please include sufficient for packing and postage.

VALLANCE'S
144 BRIGGATE, LEEDS, 1. Phone : 29428/9
Staff Call Signs : G2HHV, G8SX, G3ABD G3AHV, G3BDD.
UNSURPASSED for SHORT WAVE WORK


Ericsson

SUPERSENSITIVE TELEPHONES.
22 Lincoln’s Inn Fields, London, W.C.1
HOLborn 6936

G3DI
A.M.I.R.E. A.M.Inst.B.E.
FOR
EDDYSTONE: RAYMART: Q-MAX: WODEN:
LABGEAR: Denco: HAMRAD: WEARITE:
WEYMOUTH: PULLIN: BELLING LEE:
BULGIN: ROTHERMEL: COMPONENTS.
G.E.C. XTALS.

1,500 VALVES IN STOCK
ORDERS ACCEPTED FOR EDDYSTONE
‘640’ Rx, FB JOB

We have the largest variety of Ham gear in the Midlands: i.e. Fixed Condensers 5ppf - 2,000mfd;
Wkg. Voltage up to 5,000. Absorption w/meters;
4-wave band tank turrets; Split Stator Condensers;
Chassis; Racks; 6 wave band Rx turrets; Coils; I.F. Transformers; in fact everything for the enthusiast.
EX-GOVT. VHF, TX, RX. Power Packs;
Vibrator Packs; Thermo Meters; A.C. Meters;
Westectors; 10 metre Converters; VHF 4 stage Converter etc.

Send for list
Call, write or phone, M.O. Dept.
BENN RADIO & ELECTRICAL
CO., LTD.
Head Office: 51-53 Albert Street, Rugby.
G3DI. QTH. *Phone 4030. *Phone 3347-8.

M.O.S. MAIL ORDER SUPPLY CO.
24 NEW ROAD, LONDON, E.1
STEPNEY GREEN 2760, 3906

MINIATURE 4 VALVE COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER
(TYPE No. 3/11). Complete 4 valve Superhet employing 2 7R7
and 2 7Q7 Loktal valves. Frequency coverage 3-16 Mcs. Supplied
with pr L.R. phones, less power supply. New and unused in
transit case

RI155 COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS
A few only new and unused in transit cases, incorporating latest
service modification

Our standard model in excellent condition

IFF TRANSMITTER-RECEIVER UNITS
A few only. Complete 10 valve units with generator, either
12v. or 24v. input, available at only

VOLTAGE REGULATOR VALVES
All types now available at 15/- each. VR75-30, VR90-30, VR105-30.

Look for our announcement of distributors for the BURGOYNE
AERIAL CO-AXIAL CONNECTOR!
Frequentite Ceramic Coil Formers.
5" x 2½" dia. Ribbed and grooved for 26 turns of up to 12 SWG. 14 holes provided for taps etc. May be mounted in numerous ways.
2/9 each (3 for 8/-). Postage 9d.

B.A. Receiver type R1125B.
A compact 2 valve (both equivalent to 8D2) fixed frequency (80 mc/s) receiver in cast aluminium case 10" x 6" x 3". Includes valves and numerous high grade components 19/6 each (Postage 1/6)

Test Set (Ex.-Govt.)
Wheatstone Bridge and continuity testing set. Decade switch giving up to 210 ohms in 1 ohm steps. Fitted 2½" centre reading galvo. Instructions with each. In teak boxes 16" x 7" x 6". New.
Price £3. 3. 0 (Carriage 2/6)

Our latest bargain list will be gladly sent on receipt of stamp
This unit uses the well-known Q.C.C. Power type crystal, which is undoubtedly the most rugged and active crystal cut available for amateur use. The crystal is mounted in our type U dust proof holder, with standard 3 in. pin spacing, as illustrated above. The P5 unit has a temperature coefficient of 20 cycles per megacycle per degree Centigrade temperature change. Used with a 6V6 or 6L6 type beam tetrode, it will give up to 5 watts r.f. output on the fundamental frequency, and approximately 3 watts on the second harmonic in the Tritet circuit.

Available with fundamental frequencies in the 1.7, 3.5 and 7 Mc. bands for fundamental operation or frequency multiplying to any higher frequency band.

An official certificate of calibration is sent with each P5 unit, giving the frequency under stated operating conditions to an accuracy of 0.025%.

**Prices:**
- Ground to your specified frequency in the above bands ... £1.17/6
- Or ground to a frequency not specified by you but taken from our stock ... £1.12/6

Please note that all the leading dealers in amateur equipment now carry stocks of the P5 crystal unit.

**THE QUARTZ CRYSTAL CO., LTD.** (Directors: E. A. Dedman, G2NH, N. H. R. Munday, G5MA, W. J. Thompson, G2HRJ), 83/71 Kingston Road, NEW MALDEN, SURREY. Telephone: MALden 0334
CLYDESDALE The Radioman’s Shop

For Bargains

BRAND NEW
Ex-U.S. Navy
CATHODE RAY
INDICATOR
and REPEATER
AMPLIFIER UNIT

AN/APAI, comprising -
Cathode Ray Indicator
3" CRT No. 3BPI in adj. case
Indicator Amplifier
with 11 valves. 7 of 6SN7G, 6H6; 6G6G; 2X2/879HV Rect., 6X6GT Rect.
Control Unit, etc., packed in special carton with INSTRUCTION BOOK

OUR PRICE ONLY £4.19.6 EACH
Carriage and Packing 12/6 extra

BRAND NEW
Ex-U.S. Navy
ANTENNA SWITCH

5A-4A/APAI, comprising 24v.0.6a. 1800 r.p.m. motor
driving 2-pole, 2-way switch in metal case, as shown, with
6 co-axial plugs, 6 co-axial sockets, mains plugs, etc. A
useful unit to have in addition to the AN/APAI Amp. Unit.

OUR PRICE ONLY 14/- EACH
Carriage paid

SEND NOW FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED LISTS - WRITE NAME AND ADDRESS IN BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE

CLYDESDALE SUPPLY CO LTD
2 BRIDGE STREET - GLASGOW - C.5

'Phone: SOUTH 2706/9

VISIT OUR BRANCHES IN SCOTLAND, ENGLAND AND NORTHERN IRELAND
GALPINS
ELECTRICAL STORES
408 HIGH ST., LEWISHAM, LONDON, S.E.13
Telephone: Lee Green 0309, Near Lewisham Hospital
TERMS: CASH WITH ORDER. NO C.O.D.

VOLTAGE CHANGER TRANSFORMERS. Ex-Govt., auto wound. Tapped 0, 10, 20, 25, 30, 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 400, 500 volt a.c., tapped 0, 2, 5, 10, 20, 25, 30, 50 volt a.c. Input 200/250 volts, output 700/1700 v., 0, 2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 50 m.a. each. Price 25/- each, carriage 5/-.

EX-R.A.F. I.F.F. UNIT (Model) 3002 complete with 10 valves types 3X70E, IEF50, 4VR65, 1XYT61 A, and one 20,000 volt 0, 110, 200, 220, 225, 240, and 250 volts. New, ex-Govt., £5/10/- each, carriage 5/-.

EX-R.A.F. AERIAL COUPLING UNITS, absorption type. Range from 1-2 to 5-6 megacycles. 7/6 each, post 1/-. 2-5 megacycles. 10/- each, carriage 1/6.

EX-G.P.O. Permanent Magnet Moving Coil Speakers (makers Tanny), suitable for extension or small P.A. work, fitted in wooden case, 9in. x 9in. x 7in., as new, 27/6 each.

ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK METERS, for 200/250 volt 50 cycle. 1 ph. Ideal for substations, etc., guaranteed electrically 2kamp. load, 12/6, 5 amp, 12/6, 15 amp, 20/-, 20 amp, 30/-, 30 amp, 35/-, 40 amp, 45/-, 50 amp, 45/-, 100 amp. 55/- each. SHUNT WOUND D.C. 110 volt motors, 1,500 r.p.m., approx. 4 h.p., condition as new, 17/6 each, post 2/-. 12 volt motors, 1,000 watts, E5/10/- each, carriage 5/-.

EX-G.P.O. (AMERICAN) VIBRATOR PACKS Type M222, 4 volts D.C. input, output 100/120 volts A.C. 20/30 m.a. New and unused, 27/6 each, carriage 2/6.

METERS. All first grade moving coil instruments, new, boxed, ex-Govt., 0 to 40 volts, with series resistance removed, 5 m.a. 15/- each, 0 to 10 amps. 15/-, 0 to 0.1 m.a., 21/-. All 2in. scale and by well-known makers.

EX-NAVAL CATHODE RAY RECTIFIER UNITS. New and unused, sold for components which consist of :- 2 x 5 mf. 2,500 v., 1 x 10,000 v., 1 x 2,000 v., 2 x 8 mf. 800 v., 800 v. approx. 15 volume controls, various values, approx. 100 small condensers and resistances, smoothing choke and 9 volt holders, including 8 E5P0 and 1 tube base. All components wired and with the addition of mains transformer would make a good oscilloscope. Price 55/-, carriage paid.

BX-RAF. B.F. UNITS TYPE 110A. New and unused, consisting of 5 valves including grounded grid 750 m/cycles, tube, small 12 volt motor and numerous other components. 55/- each, 5/- carriage.

EX-R.A.F. RECTIFIERS (new), 6 volts, 1½ amp., 7/6 each, 12 v. 1½ amp. 10/- each, 9d. post. Instrument Rectifiers, S.H., 10 or 20 m.a. types, 4/6 each.

THE "UNLIMITEX" CHASSIS PUNCH AND DIE

For punching perfectly clean holes in Chassis or sheet metal, to take Valveholders, etc. Simple, speedy, and highly efficient. All you do is to drill a 1/16" pilot hole; assemble the die, locating pin and punch (no tools needed); give a couple of taps with a hammer, and you're through!

A precision Toolmaker's job, accurately made, well finished, and Cyanide hardened for lengthy service. Both the 1/16" and 1/16" sizes are available now, and every order accompanied by PO or MO is despatched on the day of receipt. Please specify which size. Price only 9/6d. including packing and postage. Illustrated instruction sheet packed with each. Please specify whether 1/16" or 1/16".

WIRELESS SUPPLIES UNLIMITED
264-266, Old Christchurch Road, BOURNEMOUTH, Hants.

BROOKES CRYSTALS LTD.
EST. 1929

HIGH PERFORMANCE AMATEUR CRYSTALS

AMPLE DRIVE
LOW DRIFT
STABLE OPERATION
ACCURATE FREQ. CAL.
DUSTPROOF HOLDERS
ROBUST CONSTRUCTION

A SUPERB CRYSTAL GIVING EVERY SATISFACTION

OBTAINABLE THROUGH YOUR DEALER AT 32/6 (ADD 7/6 FOR SPECIFIED FREQ.)

ALSO CRYSTALS FOR FILTERS, SINGLE-BANDPASS AND FREQUENCY REFERENCE UNITS

(LET US KNOW IF YOUR DEALER CANNOT SUPPLY)

S1/53 GREENWICH CHURCH STREET, LONDON, S.E.10
GRE. 1828

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
AUGUST 1947
The CRITERION amongst GOOD TRANSFORMERS

MULTIMATCH MODULATION TRANSFORMERS

Woden engineers have developed a special range of Multimatch modulation transformers for Amateur Transmitting use, details of which are given below. The transformers are vacuum impregnated and fitted in compound-filled steel pots giving reliable and silent working.

Primary impedances 2,000/18,000 ohms. Secondary impedances 200/20,000 ohms.

TYPE U.M.1. Suitable for 30 watts Audio. Max. Sec. current, 120 m/a
TYPE U.M.2. Suitable for 60 watts Audio. Max. Sec. current, 200 m/a
TYPE U.M.3. Suitable for 125 watts Audio. Max. Sec. current, 250 m/a
Larger sizes to order.

DE LUXE TYPE TRANSFORMERS AND CHOKEs

This entirely new range of transformers and chokes housed in streamlined die-cast cases enable equipment to be constructed setting a standard not hitherto attained. Full details are given in our lists and a representative range is given below.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Primary Impedance</th>
<th>Secondary Impedance</th>
<th>Current</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D.T.M.11</td>
<td>250-0-250</td>
<td>63 m/a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.T.M.12</td>
<td>275-0-275</td>
<td>120 m/a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.T.M.13</td>
<td>350-0-353</td>
<td>120 m/a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.T.M.14</td>
<td>425-0-425</td>
<td>150 m/a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.T.M.15</td>
<td>500-0-500</td>
<td>150 m/a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.T.M.16</td>
<td>650-0-650</td>
<td>200 m/a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.T.M.17</td>
<td>750-0-750</td>
<td>250 m/a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.T.M.18</td>
<td>1250-0-1250</td>
<td>1200 m/a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.T.M.19</td>
<td>1500-0-1500</td>
<td>350 m/a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.T.M.20</td>
<td>2000-0-2000</td>
<td>350 m/a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Primary Impedance</th>
<th>Current</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D.T.F.11</td>
<td>2.5 v.</td>
<td>5 amp. C.T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.T.F.12</td>
<td>3.5 v.</td>
<td>10 amp. C.T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.T.F.13</td>
<td>4 v.</td>
<td>10 amp. C.T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.T.F.14</td>
<td>5 v.</td>
<td>4 amp. C.T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.T.F.15</td>
<td>6.5 v.</td>
<td>4 amp. C.T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.T.F.16</td>
<td>8 v.</td>
<td>6 amp. C.T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.T.F.17</td>
<td>7.5 v.</td>
<td>5 amp. C.T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.T.F.18</td>
<td>8.5 v.</td>
<td>3 amp. C.T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.T.F.19</td>
<td>9 v.</td>
<td>4 amp. C.T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.T.F.20</td>
<td>10 v.</td>
<td>6 amp. C.T.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SMOOTHING CHOKEs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Primary Impedance</th>
<th>Current</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D.C.S.11</td>
<td>12 Hy</td>
<td>60 m/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.C.S.12</td>
<td>12 Hy</td>
<td>150 m/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.C.S.13</td>
<td>12 Hy</td>
<td>250 m/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.C.S.14</td>
<td>12 Hy</td>
<td>350 m/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.C.S.15</td>
<td>12 Hy</td>
<td>500 m/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.C.S.16</td>
<td>12 or 60 Hy</td>
<td>100 or 50 m/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All prices are subject to fluctuation without notice. Please send for current price list.

WODEN TRANSFORMER CO. LTD., BILSTON, STAFFS. Phone: Bilston 41959
From magnetic pole to magnetic pole, wherever magnetic circuits have to be designed with high efficiency, more and more manufacturers are specifying "$\text{Ticonal}''$ permanent magnets.

$\star$ Mullard "$\text{Ticonal}''$ magnets are anisotropic, i.e., they possess greatly increased properties along the preferred axis. They were the first anisotropic magnets commercially available: they are still the best.

"$\text{TICONAL}''$ (REGD. TRADE MARK) PERMANENT MAGNETS MADE BY MULLARD

THE MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO. LTD., CENTURY HOUSE, SHAFTESBURY AVE., LONDON, W.C.2.
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Experiment

We keep talking in this space about the early days of Amateur Radio, to an extent which may cause readers new to the game to wonder what happened then that does not happen now.

Well, the answer is; quite a lot. Of his own choosing and almost from necessity the holder of a transmitting licence in the 1919-1928 period did a good deal of pure experimental work. Experiment was, in fact, the basis upon which our licences were granted.

It was during this period that the short waves were being explored, almost entirely by amateurs working on their own initiative. This in turn demanded the development of new techniques, methods and apparatus, so that the pioneer was perforce an experimenter.

When looked at in retrospect, the practical value of this work cannot be over-estimated. The original thinking in the spheres of theory and the design of equipment has stood the test of time, and many of the amateurs of those early years are the leading technicians in the radio industry of to-day.

In this new era, however, one sees little or no evidence of amateurs breaking new ground for its own sake. It is true that nowadays the scope is severely limited; commercial and Government-sponsored technical organisations, with their vast facilities and trained personnel, are busy with research and development over the whole field of radio. One has to remember, when we as amateurs talk of 100 mc as "VHF", that during the war radar apparatus was mass-produced for the centimetric wavelengths at frequencies as high as 10,000 mc!

In Amateur Radio, the present emphasis is on communication for its own sake—which is why most of us had our licences in the first place, anyway. The question is whether there is any direction technically in which amateurs can pursue an original line, whether or not it may happen to have any immediately useful application.
Amateur Band Receiver Design

Why Wide-Coverage Receivers?

By W. J. CRAWLEY (G2IQ)

(We are glad to bring this interesting and thoughtful discussion before those many readers anxious to obtain real efficiency on particular amateur bands. Our contributor draws attention to the unfortunate effects of compromise design in the commercial product and shows that the better approach for the amateur—not usually interested in reception outside his own bands—is a common IF/AF amplifier operated with converters designed for the amateur frequency ranges required. A suitable IF/AF channel is discussed in detail, with constructional and alignment data.—Ed.)

In the writer's opinion it is rather a deplorable fact that the majority of amateurs have ceased to make their own receivers. Many, indeed go the whole hog and use factory built transmitters as well as receivers, but they are beyond redemption!

The present tendency is to regard the commercial all-band communication receiver (usually American made) as the ultimate and something far better than can be built by the average amateur. It is not disputed that many of the American receivers are very good, but there is no reason whatsoever why any amateur worthy of the name should not construct a receiver which, electrically, is equal to the best, and better than most commercial sets. Moreover a considerable saving in cost may be assured, especially when one considers the inflated prices of American sets, most of which must be at least eight years old!

Objections to All-Band Receivers

Let it be said at the outset that the writer does not favour all-band receivers. All the American receivers tested by him show a marked falling-off in sensitivity on the higher frequencies and particularly on the 28-30 mc band. In addition, the signal/noise ratio on this band is always inferior. The reason for this loss of sensitivity on the ten-metre band is almost always due to the use of valves which do not give appreciable gain on the higher frequencies. One has also to take into account the losses due to switching of coils and those due to the use of very small coils of low Q.

In some cases the performance may be improved by the addition of a pre-selector stage, but in most receivers it was decided that a combined mixer-oscillator valve that performs well up to say 10 mc, does not maintain its performance at 30 mc. Indeed, the writer is of the opinion that above 20 mc a different technique should be employed in the design of both mixer and RF stages. Therefore, it is maintained that a receiver designed to cover all bands must be a compromise. Whilst a fair performance may be obtained on the lower frequency bands with quite ordinary valves of the 6K7, 6K8 class, the higher frequencies, particularly 30 and 60 mc, do require special valves, components and design to obtain comparable results.

Another objection held against the average communication receiver is the practice of "ganging" the RF and IF sensitivity controls. The RF stage of any communication receiver should under normal circumstances be run in its most sensitive condition—that is with the cathode nearest the earthy end of the gain control—in the interests of signal/noise ratio. In most receivers, however, this is impossible owing to the fact that the IF gain is also correspondingly increased as the control is turned up. This alone militates against a good signal/noise ratio, for it is well known that noise is a function...
of the pre-mixer stages. The solution is separate controls for both IF and RF stages.

How much IF Gain?

Whilst on the subject of IF gain, a further bee buzzes in the writer's bonnet! Many times when visiting other stations he has noted their pride at exhibiting some remote DX coming in at S9. Admittedly, the noise emanating from the loudspeaker has been S9, but a glance at the controls shows that the IF gain is at maximum, and de-tuning from the S9 signal produces a noise level which shows S6 on the meter and is enough to split the eardrums. Whilst not wishing to enter into any controversy regarding S-meters and their calibration, it is sufficient to contend that an S report is only useful when compared with the noise level. One amateur on five metres always gives his report of 'phone as so many dB above the noise level, which does mean something.

A receiver which cannot bring up a strong signal to S9 without having to resort to full IF gain is lacking in sensitivity. For this reason it is contended that a good receiver should work with its RF stage flat out (unless local conditions dictate otherwise) and its IF stages as near minimum as possible. The function of the IF stages in a communication receiver is not to provide gain so much as to determine selectivity.
Selectivity

In these days of increasing activity, the pleasure of working, especially on the DX bands, depends to a large extent upon the ability of one's receiver to "winkle" out the elusive DX in the babel of QRM. Two methods of improving the selectivity have been tested by the writer—both are superior to anything encountered in any American receiver!

The first uses a crystal band-pass filter with a passband of 300 cycles (i.e. crystals 465.0 kc and 465.3 kc) for CW work, or a wider passband (say 1,500 kc) for 'phone. This method gives a noticeable improvement over the conventional crystal gate, has steeper, more uniform skirts on both sides of the passband, does not suffer from the annoying crystal ring inherent in all crystal gate circuits, and requires no external phasing control. Moreover, users of the single crystal gate circuit will agree that it is almost useless on signals that have the slightest tendency to drift or chirp. This is caused by the very sharply peaked response curve of that filter. The bandpass filter has a flat topped response, making it more useful on signals that drift or wobble.

The other method, which is the one the writer particularly likes, is to get away from the conventional intermediate frequency of 465 kc and return to 100 kc or so. The selectivity achieved with six tuned circuits at 100 kc could only be achieved at 465 kc by using a prohibitively long chain of IF amplifiers. The selectivity of an amplifier using three transformers at 110 kc would be a revelation to most amateurs. In addition, an amplifier of such high selectivity and in which most of the available gain is discarded will compare favourably on the score of noise level over the conventional 465 kc amplifier. There is one drawback to the use of such a low IF, however, and that is second-channel interference at the higher frequencies. This is easily overcome by interposing a further higher IF channel between the signal frequency and the low intermediate frequency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table of Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>IF/AF Amplifier Unit</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C1, C5, C11.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C15, C26, C33</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C2, C3, C4, C6</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C7, C12, C13</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C14, C16, C17</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C18</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C8, C9, C21</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C23, C25</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C10, C22</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C19, C28</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C20</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C24</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C27</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R1, R6, R10</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R15</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R16, R22</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R12, R17</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R24</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R13, R18</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R5, R14</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R7</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R19, R20</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R21, R27</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R23, R29</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R25</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R26</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R28</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R30</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R31</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R32</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>V2 6SAG7, V3 V4 KTW71M, V5 EB34, V6 L63, V7 EBC33, V8 6V6</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IFT1, IFT2</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IFT3, 4, 5</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output transformer</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Such a system, known as the double superhet, has become standard practice among 60 mc enthusiasts and is also gaining favour at 30 mc. The standard communication receiver is tuned to a fairly low frequency, say 1-6 or 3 mc, and separate converters are used for the signal frequency. Thus, the expensive communications receiver costing anything from £50 upwards is relegated to the function of an IF amplifier alone, and its elaborate tuning mechanism,
Fig. 1. Circuit of G21Q's IF/AF amplifier, discussed in the text.
its complicated coil-switching, its ornate finish, become redundant!

Alternative to the A.B. Receiver

The logical conclusion would appear to be not to use an all-band receiver at all, but to make an IF amplifier using two channels, one of low IF to determine the desired selectivity and one of higher IF, the frequency of the latter being high enough to obviate any second-channel trouble at HF. Such an amplifier could have all the necessary controls incorporated which would be common to all bands used; it could be designed for optimum efficiency on the fixed frequency at which it is to work: it could utilise pre-set tuning. In fact, once made, it is unlikely that any changes need be contemplated over a period of years. The improvements in receiver design likely to be effected in the future will concern the signal-frequency stages alone and as in the contemplated design these are separate units, alteration is an easy matter involving one small chassis only and not the whole receiver.

The use of separate converters on each band might at first sight appear to be rather an unwieldy system, requiring somewhat complicated change-over from one band to another. This is not the case. The converters in use at the writer’s station obtain their power from the IF/AF amplifier transferred by one 5-pin plug and the only other connections to each converter are those of aerial and output. Three plugs only therefore require altering for band change, hardly one minute’s job.

Three converters are sufficient for best efficiency, with one for 60 mc and one for 28 mc. The other may be designed to cover the bands the operator wishes to use and may utilise either coil-switching or plug-in coils. The coils on both the 28 and 60 mc converters are wound to cover the amateur band only; thus, the selector tuning is solely that of the bandspread condenser which is of such capacity as to spread the band about 70 deg. on a 100 deg. dial.

Design of Suitable IF/AF Amplifier

Apart from the very low second IF channel and unusual valve line-up, the amplifier about to be described is quite conventional.

Some comment on the valves is indicated. The 3 mc amplifier is a conventional var/mu RF pentode of the EF 39 class. The second mixer/osc position requires a valve of good frequency stability, particularly under the application of AVC. An examination of the characteristics of valves available for this position shows that type 6SA7 gives high conversion gain together with exceptionally small frequency shift. For the 110 kc amplifiers Osram KTW-71M valves are used. These low heater consumption valves were chosen because of their lower mutual conductance (high gain is not wanted here) and because of their low noise-level.

Other items requiring comment include the noise limiter, a most important adjunct to those who are unfortunate enough to live in busy areas. After many experiments with different methods, the one indicated—a modification of the Dickert system—was adopted. Two crystal diodes, types 1N34, gave a slightly superior clipping action, but as it appears unlikely that such useful gadgets will be imported during our lifetime, it was decided to use a system the components for which were more easily obtainable. Quite a few local amateurs have used this circuit and agree that it does give the answer to noise limiting.

The voltage regulator, a Cossor S 130, provides constant voltage to the oscillator anodes and the various screening grids are fed from this supply. The AVC is simple and needs no comment. The AF amplifier is conventional and the only departure from orthodoxy is in the resistor/condenser combination R30, R31, C32. This serves to give the audio response a lift in the higher frequencies to compensate to some extent for the “top” lost in the selective second IF chain.
Fig. 2. A suitable power pack for the IF/AF amplifier. Stabilised HT is taken off at A.

Table of Values

Fig. 2. Power Supply Unit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>4000 ohms, 10-watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>16 µF, 450 v.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>8 µF, 500 v.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch</td>
<td>10/20 H existing choke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V9</td>
<td>UU5 (or U50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformer to give 250 v. at 100 mA, 4 v. 3 amps., 6'3 v. 3 amps.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Construction

The amplifier is constructed on a 14 in x 9 in x 3 in chassis. As no attempt has been made to extract high gain from any stage, no special precautions need be taken against instability, and in fact, under no circumstances has any tendency towards instability been experienced. The 3-0 mc IF transformers are standard Denco slug-tuned types, mounted so that the trimming apertures face the edge of the chassis. Unless this position is adopted difficulty in trimming will crop up owing to other components being in the way!

The oscillator coil for the 6SA7 valve, which may be tuned to 3-110 mc or 2-89 mc, is home wound on a 1-4-in paxolin former and consists of 50 turns of 24 gauge silk-covered copper wire, tapped 12 turns from the earthy end. This coil is enclosed in a cylindrical can 2'4 in. diam. x 4 in. long, through the top of which a ¼ in. hole is bored to allow access to the variable 50 µµF air-spaced trimmer which is across the coil.

Some difficulty may be experienced in obtaining 110 kc IF transformers as most manufacturers have ceased to make them. The writer visited two or three local radio service shops and found that all of them had one or two of these desirable objects in the junk box and were prepared to dispose of them for a few shillings to anyone who was dull-witted enough to want them! One kindly fellow even tried to dissuade us from wasting our money on such old-fashioned gear, explaining that nowadays it was the custom to use an IF of 465 kc, in his opinion a much more satisfactory channel! The types eventually used by the writer appear to have been made by Varley and Plessey, and there is no reason why almost any type of transformer should not be used provided the constructor is satisfied that it covers the correct frequency.

A further IF transformer was dismantled and one winding used as the BFO coil, about 50 turns of 36 or 38 gauge silk-covered wire being scramble wound over the top of the coil as a tickler winding. The BFO coil tunes to the correct frequency with a fixed 100 µµF and a variable air-spaced 50 µµF. The spindle of the latter is brought through the front of the chassis to permit variation of the pitch, and the whole assembly—BFO coil, condensers and valve holder—is surrounded by a screen of 18-gauge aluminium 2½ in. deep and 7 in. long, bent to the desired shape and bolted to the chassis. The condenser C20 consists of a piece of insulated wire from the grid of the 6J5 which is wrapped once around the 2nd KTW71 plate pin. This, and other wires entering the BFO compartment, pass through a ¼ in. hole in the 18-gauge screen, drilled before assembly. In the author's version a twin potentiometer combining R14 and R28 was brought into service, but it will perhaps be more convenient for most constructors to use separate controls.

The wiring is quite straightforward and no special precautions need be taken provided that all the plate and grid leads of V1, V2, V3 and V4 are enclosed in shielded systoflex, or
similar screened wire is used. It has not been found necessary to use shielded grid caps for these valves, and even with the gain flat out the set is perfectly docile. Some advantage is to be gained by bolting two or three solder tags to the screw holding the valve holder to the chassis and returning all earth wires (including one side of the heater) connected with that stage to the one spot.

Alignment

Since the receiver is to work at one fixed signal frequency, namely 3 mc, the difficulties normally encountered in aligning a communication receiver are obviated. The signal generator is tuned to 110 kcs and the signal injected at the control grid of the 6SA7. It is advisable to un-solder the connection to the grid pin of this valve during this operation. Should an output meter not be available a reliable indicator may be improvised by connecting a 0-5 volt meter across the cathode resistor of one of the KTW71's. As the IF transformers are brought into tune the AVC causes an increase of bias at the grid of the KTW71 with a corresponding decrease in current through the cathode resistor. Tune the IF transformers therefore for minimum voltage across the cathode resistor.

When the 110 kc transformers are in line it is a simple matter to tune the generator to 3 mc and inject the signal at the input terminals. The 3 mc transformers will be found to require very little adjustment and the only critical tuning is that of the oscillator coil. If this has been correctly wound two resonance points will be found as the trimmer is swung round. The one of higher frequency should be chosen. Should there be any sign of break-through from 3 mc signals when the amplifier is in operation, simply adjust the oscillator trimmer slightly until the offending signal has disappeared. If the trouble persists it may be necessary to alter the input frequency to say 3-2 mc or 2-8 mc and re-align all through accordingly, but in practice the writer has found 3-0 mc remarkably free from trouble of this nature.

Operation

Concerning the operation, very little need be said. The writer usually works with the 3 mc gain control at near maximum, the AF control about half way on, and varies the output with the 110 kc control. This is normally at about a quarter way in, but those who like their signals "meaty" may prefer to use more 2nd IF gain.

The writer hopes shortly to deal with sensitive converters for use with the amplifier described here.

TUNING WITHOUT SEEING

A correspondent in QST asks someone to invent panel meters which would enable a blind amateur transmitter to tune up his equipment without assistance.

It has already been done. We know of an active G, blind from birth, who not only tunes his transmitter but also constructs all his own gear—surely a wonderful example of the triumph of the spirit.

His meters are without the usual glass fronts and the numbers are picked out by small protuberances in various combinations, which of course are memorised by the operator. It is then only a matter of the delicate touch, which all blind persons soon acquire, for him to check his meter readings. We have watched this particular G change bands and tune up the gear with all the ease and certainty of someone who could see what he was doing. Truly an impressive demonstration.

BURGOYNE CO-AXIAL CONNECTOR

The making of an efficient and weather-proof co-axial cable connection to an aerial is an easy matter with the Burgoyne connector, which provides a quick and well-engineered method of doing an essential job. It is made of aluminium, with steatite insulation, and also serves as the centre insulator on a ½-wave doublet; assembled, the connector weighs but 12 ozs.

The price of the Burgoyne Connector is 24s. 6d. net, of Messrs. Mail Order Supplies Co., 24 New Road, London, E.1. Their new illustrated catalogue, free to readers on application, lists a wide range of useful gear and is well worth having.
The Neon Stabiliser

Simple Device with Many Uses

By J. HUM (G5UM)

(As explained in this article, close voltage control over wide changes of load is very desirable in a number of applications. The neon tube, little used in amateur stations except as an RF indicator and its virtues not fully appreciated, is an easy and effective means of ensuring a stabilised HT supply.—Ed.)

The properties of the neon bulb are known to most radio experimenters. Few amateurs have never “struck” a neon on their transmitting tank coils, and felt that glow of pride which coincides with the glow provided by the RF.

Those who bothered to take thought would soon have realised that neon indications of RF are—just indications; quantitatively they are almost valueless and a thermo-ammeter in the tank circuit gives a more accurate picture of what is happening than does a neon. Yet in many amateur stations this is the only purpose to which the neon is put. Pretty when visitors call, but not to be compared with the more prosaic but infinitely more valuable uses of the basic neon bulb in other forms of service, notably as a means of stabilising power supplies and feed voltages to transmitter and receiver stages generally.

Theory of Operation

The theory of operation of the neon stabiliser is simplicity itself. A neon bulb if connected across a source of voltage will glow when its “striking” potential is reached, namely, 130 to 150 volts. It will hold that source of voltage steady irrespective of fluctuations in the supply, and will enable an unvarying DC output to be obtained.

A voltage of double that value can be controlled by two neons in series; and of treble the value by three neons in series, and so on.

As can be seen from Fig. 1, the neon is connected across a source providing 150 volts. The regulated output is about 130 volts. This slight voltage drop is inevitable because the neon itself draws a small current from the supply. After all, it cannot be expected to provide a nice glow for no expenditure at all!

This brings us to the question which some experimenters will immediately begin asking: How much should the neon glow? And the answer is: As little as possible. For the greater the glow the heavier the current drain. The optimum condition at which to aim is that the neon just glows when the DC supply which it is controlling is delivering its full load.

When the load is removed the voltage of the source will rise and the neon glow will increase in brilliancy.

Now it may well be that the supply voltage being controlled exceeds considerably the voltage it is desired to control. If it were connected straight across the neon stabiliser it would not merely cause such a brilliant and sensational glow but—much more practically—it would pass heavy current through the neon and probably cause its early demise.

In such cases, therefore, a series resistor must be employed to protect the neon. Certain types actually incorporate such a resistor in their bases, but in most instances one will need to be provided externally, as shown at R in Fig. 2. The
Fig. 3. Three neon used as a potential-divider stabilised supply. If difficulty is experienced in striking, a resistor connected as shown dotted will help.

value of this resistor will obviously depend on the voltage to be dropped and the current consumed by the equipment being fed, plus the current consumed by the neon.

In practice, therefore, it is preferable to provide at R a wirewound variable resistor which can be adjusted according to circumstance. It should be set at such a value that the neon just glows when the equipment being operated is switched on and taking full current. A 10,000 ohm 10-watt wirewound resistor would be suitable for this position where heavy current is being taken from the stabilised supply, but for more modest demands, such as single valve oscillators in receivers where only a few milliamps are being consumed, a much smaller resistor will be found adequate. As always, the true answer is: Try it for yourself!

An elaboration of the simple “Single neon” stabiliser is shown in Fig. 3. Two neon in series will provide approximately 260 volts stabilised output, three will provide about 390 volts, and so on. As used in Fig. 3 the three neon provide a form of potential divider, but with the great advantage over normal resistor types of potential divider that they offer stabilised output as well. As can be seen, a voltage loss of 60 volts is assumed; for 450 volts in a maximum of 390 volts out is achieved. This is accounted for by the current consumption and consequent voltage drop entailed by the neon themselves.

The value of 390 volts, incidentally, is not to be expected in every case. Some neon are claimed to give control in steps of 150 volts, in which case the output figures indicated in Fig. 3 would read “450 volts stabilised,” “300 volts stabilised” and “150 volts stabilised” respectively, and the DC input value would need to be increased to about 500 volts.

Practical Applications

Many different varieties of neon stabiliser are available, from tiny “pea-lamp” types frequently used for controlling the HT feed to the local oscillator of a superhet, up to heavy duty versions for transmitter work. Bases vary from miniature bayonet cap up to large “special bases”—though the fact that many British neon stabilisers employ the standard British 4-pin valve-base is a considerable convenience, since most amateurs have 4-pin or 5-pin valve-holders somewhere about the place. In these 4-pin neon the “grid” pin and the “anode” pin are connected to the two electrodes of the stabiliser. Either of them can be connected to HT positive; the neon does not mind which way round it is operated. Occasionally one of the “filament” pins is connected to a “starter” electrode inside the neon. This should go to HT positive.

Before obtaining a neon stabiliser study the available types as listed in a valve data sheet and relate it to the job in hand. For most purposes one or more Cossor S130 stabilisers will be found of considerable service. Here are some of the uses to which it can be put.

In the All-EF50 TRF Receiver

Although the All-EF50 TRF receiver received CW admirably on 5 metres it was found to be much trickier to operate for the reception of telephony. Minute
fluctuations in power supply would cause so much degeneration when the detector was just off oscillation that the received signal would disappear entirely. The connection of a neon stabiliser across the detector HT feed line completely cured this trouble and at the same time so reduced the mains hum level that the receiver sounded almost "battery operated" even at 60 mc. The method of connection is shown at Fig. 4. The decoupling resistor R2 must be of sufficiently high rating to carry the combined currents of the detector valve and the neon.

In High-power Modulator Stages

As is well known, in tetrode modulator stages of the push-pull 6L6 type so commonly employed to-day, increased audio output can be achieved if the screen voltage supply is held at a steady voltage and not allowed to perform excursions in sympathy with the anode voltage. The method of meeting this requirement is depicted in Fig. 5, where two S130 stabilisers are seen holding down a pair of push-pull screens to approximately 250 volts. The value of the dropping resistor R1—as explained earlier—will need to be selected by experiment, and to be rated to carry screen and neon currents additively.

Fig. 5. Stabilised screen supply for push-pull modulator stage. C is 8 µF decoupling; R1, power resistor to drop HT to about 250 volts; R2, 50-ohm anti-parasitic resistors.

The Franklin Oscillator

A well-regulated power supply is a sine qua non in any variable frequency oscillator used for transmitter control. Neon stabilising will often be found to afford all the difference between a chirpy, obviously-VFO note and a pleasant-sounding, almost T9 note. Particularly if a chain of decoupling resistors is employed, as in the Franklin oscillator, can a chirpy note be produced, because the HT voltage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Base</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cossor S.130</td>
<td>British 4-pin</td>
<td>Max. striking voltage 180 v.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Normal operating voltage 115-135 v.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Control range : 10 mA to 75 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mullard 7475</td>
<td>British 4-pin</td>
<td>Max. striking voltage 140 v.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Normal operating voltage 90-110 v.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Normal burning current 4 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marconi STV.280/40</td>
<td>British 5-pin</td>
<td>Max. striking voltage 280 v.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Normal operating voltage 280 v., 210 v., 140 v. and 70 v. at four different cathodes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cathode consumption 30 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marconi STV.280/80</td>
<td>British 5-pin</td>
<td>Outputs of 282, 205, 143 and 73 v. at four different cathodes at approx. 40 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>average consumption</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Result of test carried out at G5UM with S130 neon stabiliser and "All-EF50 TRF Receiver" :

- Consumption of stabiliser with receiver on : 20 mA
- Consumption of stabiliser with receiver off : 30 mA
- Output of stabilised power pack with receiver on : 100 volts
- Output of stabilised power pack with receiver off : 100 volts
rises considerably when the key is lifted. With the aid of a neon stabiliser, the use of decoupling resistors in the Franklin can be avoided entirely, the circuit being shown in Fig. 6. A small receiving-type 150-volt power pack is employed, the neon acting as a very effective cushion to voltage rises when the key is up. The value of \( C \) is not critical when the oscillator is operated on 1.7 mc; anything from 0.001 to 1 \( \mu \)F will suffice—preferably mica. Greater output will, of course, be obtained if the HT voltage is doubled and two neon are used in series instead of one.

Similar neon stabilising can be effectively applied to other forms of VFO, such as the electron-coupled and transitron varieties.

**Conclusion**

As will have been quite evident, this article does not attempt to go into great detail on the subject of using neon stabilisers. Its purpose is primarily to encourage experimenters to take some practical interest in them, and by so doing to obtain the improved stability and ease of operation of both transmitting and receiving equipment which are so essential on the amateur bands to-day.

---

**Twenty-Metre DX Forecast**

**New Series of Predictions**

*By I. D. McDermid (GM3ANV)*

*The problem of knowing when conditions should be right is of never-ending interest to the DX operator. Though the accurate prediction of DX conditions still remains an extremely difficult matter, a vast amount of research and record-keeping was undertaken during the War in order to meet Service requirements in regard to reliable point-to-point working over great distances. We shall be publishing for the next few months regular special forecasts for 14 mc, prepared by GM3ANV. DX operators are particularly asked to check these predictions with their own results and to let us know how they are working out.—Ed.)*

The newcomer to DX working and, indeed, the older hand, are often somewhat bewildered by the way in which conditions on the DX bands change, not only from hour to hour, but also from month to month. Although this article is not going to dwell on the various factors underlying oblique propagation with their many interesting peculiarities, these complications should be kept in mind when considering the following.

The charts to be described were evolved as a result of determining the nature of ionospheric conditions which could be expected if certain factors remained constant. In other words, supposing each capital city in the world had a transmitter, each coupled to a similar aerial system directed to the United Kingdom, then with what field strength would these transmissions be received in this country, assuming the ionosphere to be in a normal average state for the time of year under consideration, with no complications like sporadic-\( E \), Dellinger storms and fade-outs? That was the problem to be unravelled, and with the aid of a steam-driven and water-cooled slide-rule the graphs shown here materialised, the following assumptions having been made:

(a) That for the sake of simplicity in the calculations, 1 kW be radiated from a short vertical resonant aerial, which gives a vertical radiation angle of 40 deg. or less; a similar aerial system being used for reception. That is, omni-directional...
radiation has been assumed, and the effects of beam aerials on the radiated signal have been ignored;

(b) That the 14 mc band remains open for 24 hours of the day. This may be so at this time of the year, but as we all know, in winter the band shuts down after dark. However, the actual time of this closing down is a variable factor, and depends on conditions, and so has not been brought into the general calculations. Actually, it is quite useful, since it tells one just how the various zones are behaving at the time the band opens in the morning, with the result that if, for example, one zone* is decreasing in strength rapidly at that time, then one should try for that zone as soon as the band starts opening up, and before it fades right out;

(c) That the transmitters on which the calculations have been based are situated in the country, state or district, capital city or equivalent, for each zone prefix used;

(d) That average ionospheric conditions as based on many years' observation throughout the world have been used, and so actual conditions may be either better or worse than is depicted;

(e) That the influence of the E layer has been ignored, and all calculations have been based on F layer reflections only. Once again, the presence or absence of the E layer is too uncertain to be predictable, apart from its "transparent" or "blanketing" influence when it is present, but the observant operator should be able to tell whether "E" is present, and make allowances for it;

(f) That the effects of the Auroral Zones have been neglected, thus airily brushing aside another complication. These zones, encircling the Polar regions, are the narrow bands in which ionospheric storms begin and develop. Hence, if a Great Circle path passes through one zone twice (e.g. W6-G), or touches both zones once (e.g. ZL-G), or travels along one zonal path for a considerable proportion of its distance (e.g. J-G), then that signal is liable to considerable attenuation, even by mild storms. In this country we are in an unfortunate position, since the Northern Zone passes over Southern Greenland, south of Iceland, and over the north coast of Scandinavia, with the result that when the zone is enlarged by solar activity, it can cover the whole of Great Britain and extend to the latitudes of northern France. The result of this is that the only direction in which a signal can reach the "F" layer is roughly southerly in direction, which accounts for the preponderance of South American and African signals, and the complete absence of North American and easterly signals during the period of the solar activity. Even the author, who lives some 400 miles north of London, has found that this much distance nearer to the Northern Zone can exert an influence, particularly on the 28 mc band;

(g) Although there is the 11-year sun-spot cycle to be brought in to complete the complicating factors, it is considered that the usefulness of these charts remains unaffected.

Coverage of Charts

So much then for the factors on which the computations for the charts have (not) been based, and now for a general discussion on the charts and their uses.

As will be seen, calculated field strength in microvolts per metre has been plotted against hours GMT, and each month has been split into three sets of curves. This has been done purely to avoid having too large a family of graphs on the one sheet. The division used has been to group the zones roughly into continents, the resultant groups in most cases showing a similarity in slope characteristic. Thus the division has been made into:

(a) North and South America,
(b) Africa and part of Asia,
(c) Australasia, the Pacific, and the rest of Asia.

The reason for overflowing part of Asia into the third group is that, as will be seen on examination, the curves go through a transitional stage from the VK type of curve to the ZS type, and one or two areas, such as J, have distinct peculiarities during some months, which

* (The word "zone" is used in the sense of area in this article—Ed.)
would cause confusion if not separated from the other curves.

Use of the Charts

These charts can be used in a variety of ways, and it must be remembered that a general picture of conditions can only be obtained by examining all three charts simultaneously. One obvious use is to determine the best time of the day for a given month when contact with a certain area should be easiest. Or, again, if a certain area is heard at a given time, then those areas which have a greater calculated field strength at the same time, and which arrive via approximately the same route, should also be audible.

The local time at the other end of the link should of course be considered. For example, in the early morning, W2 is shown to have a considerable field strength, which might be thought to mask say W6 with QRM. However, all normal W2 operators should be fast asleep at that time of the morning, and so that problem should not be serious, although well, some people do suffer from insomnia and related complaints!

VK and ZL will be seen to show two periods of activity; one due to the East route and the other to the West route. The afternoon period results in a higher calculated field strength in this country, but signals may be lost due to interference.
from other areas, such as Africa, Asia and Europe. Hence, although the early morning period results in a lower field strength, it may be possible to maintain contact with that area with greater ease, since the main sources of interference would be the Pacific and western districts of America and Canada. Further, unless the European boys are after the same game, interference from them should be considerably reduced.

Whilst interpolation between zones is permissible, and in this way large areas of the world's surface may be covered, it should be pointed out that extrapolation is risky, and will most probably lead to wrong conclusions.

From the above, it will be seen that a general picture of the manner in which the various areas fade in and out during the daily and monthly cycle, as well as the manner in which the individual areas behave when they are coming through, can be obtained. It is hoped that the publication of these charts, with relevant notes, will assist those of us who are interested in long-distance communication in landing some of those sought-after areas which the 25-watt man finds so elusive.

Intelligent operating, with a thought to the difficulties under which some of the stations are labouring—such as the local atmospherics experienced at this time of the year in Africa, Central America, around Malaya and in India—coupled with a general working knowledge of the ionosphere and its characteristics, should prove a useful adjunct on the hard-pressed 14 mc band. To this end, it is to be hoped that some of the excellent inter-Service publications which were produced during the war years concerning propagation will be made generally available.

Predictions for August

Generally, conditions, which are poor at this time of the year, are starting to show a slight improvement over July.

The nature of the curves concerning Australasia should be noted. In the afternoon period, signals become of gradually increasing intensity until a peak is reached, after which they very rapidly fall away to inaudibility. Whereas signals from this area remain at about the same intensity as in July, signals from Asia start coming in earlier in the afternoon. As a point of interest, it will be seen that the curve for J is transitional between the Australasian and African types of curve.

With regard to the American curves, the main interest is centred around the steep recovery of signal strength between 1900 and 2200 GMT, and in the fact that between about 0700 and 0900 hours, W6 is seen to produce a stronger signal than any W2 who should happen to be on. This is one of the few months of the year that this phenomenon is to be seen on these graphs. The VE7 curve has been made a broken line simply to avoid any confusion which might exist between so many nearly parallel lines.

AMBITIOUS DESIGN

The July issue of CQ carries an article describing the construction of a 10-metre "Lazy-H" aerial system, with reflectors and directors, the whole thing rotatable through 360 degrees. The interesting point is the rotation of this massive affair. The tower structure is supported and turned on a Fortress gun-turret, sunk into the ground, remotely controlled and indicated, and using a mercury contact pool for the feeder lines. Very ingenious.

807's AS QRO MODULATORS

An article in July Radio News shows that a pair of 807's in class-AB2 will provide 120 watts of audio power with 750 volts on the plate, the speech drive chain being 6SJ7-6J5-6F6.

RECEIVER CRYSTALS

Messrs. Piezo Crystals, Ltd., of Hadresham, Outwood, Redhill, Surrey, offer ceramic-mounted crystals of small size in the 450 kc to 3.0 mc range for use in receiver IF stages. These crystals can be paired and accurately matched for double-crystal band-pass circuits.

THE Y.L.R.L.

This is the Young Ladies' Radio League, thought to be the only organisation of its kind in the world—some might say one is quite enough, anyway! But we don't mean to be churlish. This club is for licensed YL's only and they ask for membership throughout the world. If you qualify, write Helen Cook, W6MWO, 359 South Rexford Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif., U.S.A.
WAZ has undoubtedly provided the chief excitement of the month, and the appearance of C8YR (Zone 23) on the 14 mc band has completely changed the appearance of the list! We now have no fewer than five “top-scorers” triumphantly heading the roll, but not one of them is yet entitled to use the mystic letters “WAZ” on correspondence or cards (or even cheques) because they are all awaiting confirmation from one or more Zones.

As explained in the April issue, p.96, we shall need to see those 40 cards as final confirmation; so when they have all arrived, please send them in immediately by registered post, marking the packet WAZ Roll. After checking, they will be returned. The first lot to be received will be mounted and reproduced as a photograph in this feature.

The first British post-war score of 40 was achieved by G5BJ (Birmingham) on May 2, 1947, when he worked UA0KQA for his Zone 19 contact. He had already worked AC4YN, on ‘phone, nearly a year before, and so had no worries about Zone 23. ‘BJ, at the time of sending in his claim, was the only “40,” and thus would have headed the list.

Then your anxious commentator collected his Zone 23 on June 18, 1947, and, by virtue of having worked a few more countries than G5BJ, appeared to be all set for the top of the list himself. He was feeling very bad about this, and wondering what sort of ruderies it might call forth from the boys, when three letters arrived. These were from G2PL, G5DQ and G5YV, who all worked C8YR on July 15. So G2PL (Wallington), by virtue of his enormous total of countries worked, goes to the top, amid what we are sure will be a clamour of congratulation. Well done, Peter. Meanwhile G6ZO is gnashing his teeth in Ankara, Turkey—of which more anon. But there is no doubt that when Jim returns, his technique in rolling in Zone 23 will be worth watching.

The WAZ list is longer than ever, and there seems to be no doubt that we shall have to raise the minimum score as time goes on. When some of the progressive types lower down really start picking up the DX in the winter season we foresee a list of about thirty calls, all with scores of 40 or 39. Meanwhile, for goodness’ sake don’t be discouraged if you are low down in the list; remember that it is quite something to appear in it at all, and think of all the would-be DX-chasers who have not yet made the score of 30.

As a matter of fact, DX-chasing in this way is a highly skilled and very strenuous occupation. The target of 40 Zones is well worth shooting at, but there must come a time when one feels that one wants to sit back a little. The next target would appear to be the somewhat remote one of 200 countries! This should be quite possible at the present time, but only to the specialist. Your commentator himself feels much more like sitting back and just working DX friends again, allowing any new countries that drift in by accident to add themselves to the total. After all, there are two sides to Amateur Radio; one can either chase new DX and therefore condemn oneself to a lifetime of working weak signals through QRM, or one can settle down to long ragchews with old friends (whether DX or not) and enjoy the luxury of two-way QSO’s with good signals both ways. How d’you like yours?

On the purely DX theme, however, there is of course plenty of scope for WAZ working on the basis of bands—to show the cards for 40 Zones worked on 7 mc would certainly be an unparalleled achievement! We are considering WAZ band listings, and will have more to say about this later.

The Month’s Postbag

Mail is heavier than ever before, and unfortunately lots of newsy letters will have to be dismissed in a sentence or two; but they are none the less greatly appreciated for all that. 14 mc DX has been uniformly good; some of the 28 mc addicts say that the band has still been open, but it is rather suspicious to note the number of them that have appeared
This interesting photograph is of G6CI, Kenilworth, as the station was in the winter season of 1928-29. The usual 10-V-1 Rx of the period is on the left, with a 10-metre Tx on the shelf above, using an LSSD in TPTG. On the right wall is a 20-metre TPTG round a UX210 (the Type '10 of blessed memory). Below is what for those days was an elaborate CO/FD/PA, using DE5B-DE5B-DET1. Don't those valve types strike a chord! Other equipment in view includes power supplies, modulator and moving-coil microphone, all home-built. By 1929, 65 countries had been chalked up at G6CI, including WFA, the First Byrd Antarctic Expedition.

on 14 mc! The spivs have been very active, although there seems to be a tendency among the DX stations to listen farther away from their own frequencies than formerly. We have scrapped our VFO for the time being and use a fairish number of crystals, having found that the probability of raising a station by putting in a crystal within about 15 kc of him is just as high as when using a VFO (spiv-fashion or otherwise!).

G3DO (Sutton Coldfield) tells us that VR6AA (Pitcairn) will be operating shortly on 'phone on 28792 kc, and wants this to be made known. 'DO collected an extra zone during the month and is only waiting for the notorious No. 23 to get into the top flight. G3BXN (Harrow) sends some useful information received over the air from UA0UA. There are three stations known to be in Zone 19, and they are UA0KFA, UA0KFC and UA0KQA. UA0UA himself is at Chita, in Zone 18.

Unusual plea from G2DF, who is also GD2DF/A when he is at Ballasalla, I.O.M. He says the new prefix and the suffix make the call look and sound so improbable that people think he's a pirate. We gladly proclaim that he isn't; and if you're looking for the Isle of Man as a new country, look out for that call GD2DF/A—but it is a brute, isn't it? Try and send it for yourself. Full address in "New QTH's," by the way.

G8NY (London, N.8) passes on a message from VE7AIE to the effect that the road and street listed against his name in the Call Books is incorrect, and that his QTH is just "New Westminster, B.C." G8NY has just become active on 14 mc and enjoys the early morning conditions; he has been working XE, TG, VE7 and so on.
G2CDI, the 28 mc Wizard of Stokenchurch, has departed for Barbados, leaving behind him a score of 39Z and 132C. His last additions before going off the air were UJ8AC and 8AD, FQ3AT and F8EX/FC. The latter has puzzled many people, but the "FC" means Corsica, not Clipperton Island.

G3CBG (H.M.S. Superb) recently visited Denmark in the course of the Home Fleet summer cruise, and writes about the hospitality and efficiency of Danish amateurs, particularly OZ7UU, with whom he spent some time. (He located him by the usual method of following the feeder of a 10-metre beam!) The Danes are short of lots of gear, such as transformers, and their rigs are consequently of the makeshift and home-brewed type (in other words, real amateur stations).

G6BS (Luton) is moving back to his old QTH at Cambridge, from which excellent DX was worked in 1926, and will therefore be off the air for a while. He, like many others, is only waiting for Zone 23.

G6XS (Ashton-under-Lyne) tells us that EP3H is very active on 14 mc and works G's nightly. He is in Khuzistan, South Persia, very much under cover; and uses 15 watts from a Vibrapack. He is always ready for a long ragchew if necessary, and QSL's should go to his home address: G3LK, 13a Western Road, Hove.

G6BB (Strathearn) thinks it time that the "T" in the RST system was straightened out. He rightly points out that T8, in one table, is pure DC—but we think that particular table is out of date. The official T Code as published by ARRL gives T8 as "Good DC—just trace of ripple," T7 as "Near DC—smooth ripple," and T6 as "Modulated—slight trace of whistle." So that there is now no provision, as in the old table, for wobbly notes. Only way now, 'BB, to deal with some of them is to say "T6X" or "T6 with wobble."

G3BH of Birkenhead is on his way to Buenos Aires and Montevideo, where he intends to make some direct QSO's with LU and CX stations. He hopes, on future trips, to be able to come on the air; this time he will only be able to listen.

G2FZO (Moreton-in-Marsh) had his aerial blown down, and he couldn't hitch it up quite so high as before. Since then he has done nothing but work DX which was not formerly possible! His list (25 watts to an 807) includes VK, ZL, then he has done nothing but work DX which was not formerly possible! His list (25 watts to an 807) includes VK, ZL, VU7BR, ZC6DD, NY4CM, VE8MJ, KH6JJ, YT7GB(?) and CSZLAX, who is said to be in Lisbon.

G7WALX (s.s. Pencarrow) listened halfway across the Atlantic on 1-7 mc, following our suggestion, and has sent in a nice list of Calls Heard—some of them from just about mid-Atlantic. G6PJ (Sheffield) has our old PT15 PA on the air with 130 watts, and has been getting around a good deal, although he lost W7ANN/C1 to the spivs, he says. G5YV (Morley), in addition to hitting 40 Zones, has put his country total up to 313. He has, by the way, a nice bandspread with a jump, collecting ZS3F, XE1FU, VU7BR, ZC6DD, NY4CM, VE8MJ, KH6JJ, YT7GB(?) and CSZLAX, who is said to be in Lisbon.
General view of VK2ANE, operated MM on s.s. Chertsey from August '46 to February '47, using 14 mc. The Tx, a 6V6-PT15 CO/PA, is on the right and ran 35 watts input, with suppressor-grid control. Receivers were a BC-348-R and an Australian Kingsley KCR-11. VK2ANE/MM WAC'd five times and rolled in a total of 34 countries, all on 'phone; over 200 VK's were worked. The ship's own gear, for MF only, is in the cabinet on the left.

KH6's better than we do, but we score when it comes to Asiatic and South African signals. 'UU has also added half a dozen or so new countries, including YS1MK and YN1HB, both of which we ourselves would like very much.

7 mc DX

Last month's remarks about 7 mc brought forth some comment, as we hoped. G5GK (Burnley) finds DX still good if you avoid QRN conditions, and has worked HR1AT, ZL, VE 1, 2 and 3, and all districts U.S.A. except the 6th and 7th. He had the other districts and the ZL in a single three-hour session.

G4QC (Liverpool) has worked WI, 2, 3, 4, 8, 9, VE, FA and HH, and has heard KZ5FS and KP4EL; hopes to bag them later. GC3GS (Jersey) finds 7 mc very interesting but adds "If the spivs who normally infest the DX bands would stay away instead of appearing on 7 and saying 'Nothing doing on the other bands, old chap, so I just bring the whole 150 watts on 40 and am sure to raise someone,' things would be better." 'GS also deplores the way a man who has been working on 14 will persist in telling someone on 7 all about his wonderful DX, without even being asked. And he adds a reinforcement to our earlier remark—consistent working with selected stations at certain times has just as much appeal, in its own way, as "DX fly-catching." And 7 mc is undoubtedly the home of "the old faithfuls."

G2HKU (Sheerness) still raises W's in the mornings on 7 mc but has been inclined to forsake it for some DX on 14. He only gets about three hours per week on the air, and only has one crystal, which puts him on 14180, but he has raised W6, KP4, VE, VO, XE, VK, ZL and all that—with QRP, too.

From Overseas

A notable volume of overseas mail this month includes some very interesting items. LI2CL (El Adem) writes to say that he has been issuing "LI" calls, under his authority as RAF Signals Officer for the locality, to amateurs in the Cyrenaica division of Libya only. The Tripolitania division (TINS and TR1P) is outside his sphere of influence. The LI's in Cyrenaica at present are LI2BO, 2CL and 2JC. "KUFRA" is closed, Cpl. Oliver having been posted. LI2CT and LI2DA have been heard, but are not in Libya. (Of course the prefix LI is really assigned to
Norway, hence the genuine LI2B.) When official calls in the “M - -” series are issued, LI2CL says there will be at least four new stations opening up in the Benghazi area, and perhaps two in Tobruk. He adds some pointed remarks about SWL reports, which have been transferred to the Short Wave Listener.

Jim Kirk (G6ZO) is in Ankara, Turkey, on business, and sends a long list of Calls Heard, selections from which appear in that section. He has borrowed an S.20R from TA3SO who, he says, is “a grand sport,” but he can’t say more about him. Before departing, ‘ZO wrote to give us his final score of 166C, including FQ3AT, F8EX/FC and HSILN. He also tells us that there is a KH6KL/ZC3 on 14 mc, who sounds very nice, but he is said to be leaving for KC6 shortly.

HB9CE (Zurich) offers to handle all QSL’s for LZIXX, YR5AH and all YU stations, but states that LZ1AK and HE2UD are “phonyes.” He will be in Liechtenstein in September, operating under call HE1CE. And he will QSL!

ON4JW (Brussels), sending in a nice WAZ score, says that ON4AU (who was WAZ before the war) is still their No. 1 DX-man, and he thinks his score would give the G’s something to think about. We are hoping to see it by next month. ON4JW adds that he knows ON4TA has scored 39Z and 127C post-war.

Harold Owen (Tafo, Gold Coast) is now ZD4AM. Congratulations, Harold—we have been waiting to see that for some time. He sends another list of G Calls Heard, and hopes to be looking for G contacts himself by about the end of August. Licence conditions out there are identical with those of the U.K., except that there is no 150-watt class.

A long and interesting letter from ZC1AL (Transjordan) tells us that he opened up in March and is the only ZC1 station in operation. He works ‘phone on 14200 and 14300 kc between 1500 and 2200 GMT. Here are his chief dislikes: (1) G stations working each other on 14 mc; (2) D1 and XA stations using enormous power and gigantic aerials and calling CQ for hours; (3) Spivs who QSY on to the frequency of the station he is working, in the hope of bursting their way into a contact; (4) High-powered VFO’s who QSY to avoid QRM and don’t bother to listen first on their new frequency; (5) Stations who say “QRU, QSL, 73’s” as soon as they get his QTH, before he has time to say anything at all; (6) SWL’s who do not enclose reply coupons. We have printed these comments because a DX station’s viewpoint is always worth knowing. We agree with it all except possibly the last one—what’s wrong with QSL Bureaux? ZC1AL had quite a time opening up a station in the desert, especially with the type of mains supply that slips from 220 to 180 volts—but it has been worth the effort.

MD5AK (MEFL) has gone “QRO” with 25 watts, and has worked 29 Zones and 114 countries in 32 days. (Oh, the joys of being at the DX end!) ‘AK suffers from a new scourge—the type of VFO-hound who slides up and down the band while calling CQ and just steadies down towards the end, when he’s signing. Considering his station can only work

**DX QTH’S**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C4CK</td>
<td>Box 163, Kunming, China.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP1AX</td>
<td>R. Maldonada, Panagra, La Paz, Bolivia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT4AC</td>
<td>M. Deschet, 99 Rue d’Ilay, Tunis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HH5E</td>
<td>Pan American Airways, Port-au-Prince, Haiti.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KA6FA</td>
<td>Box 392, Ilo Ilo, Panay Island, Philippines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KG6AV/VK9</td>
<td>APO 246, c/o PM, San Francisco, California.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KZ5AP</td>
<td>Box 293, Gatun, Canal Zone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KZ5DX</td>
<td>France Field, US Army, Canal Zone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KZ5NB</td>
<td>US Submarine Base, Balboa, Canal Zone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PK1R</td>
<td>Box 190, Batavia, Java.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PK6AX</td>
<td>VERON, Box 400, Rotterdam, Holland. (Station on Celebes Is.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST2KA</td>
<td>Box 300, Khartoum, Sudan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF3HG</td>
<td>Box 5, Reykjavik, Iceland.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF3MB</td>
<td>Box 1080, Reykjavik, Iceland.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE8OG</td>
<td>c/o AOC 11 Group RCAF, Stevenson Field, Winnipeg, Canada.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VP4TX</td>
<td>5 Saddle Road, Maraval, Port-of-Spain, Trinidad.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VP8AP</td>
<td>APO 845, c/o PM, Miami, Fla. (Station on Caicos Island).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VS6AN</td>
<td>A. P. Rosario, Top Floor, 227 Nathan Road, Kowloon, Hong Kong.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VU2KM</td>
<td>J. C. Brown, HQ 2 Coy., Southern Command Sig. Regt., Bombay 5.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WFFW</td>
<td>H. E. Davis, 1419 West Archer Street, Tulsa 6, Oklahoma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XZ2KM</td>
<td>379 Dalhousie Street, Rangoon, Burma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YS1JR</td>
<td>J. Rodriguez, Cujutlapecue, El Salvador.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YS3PL</td>
<td>Prudencio Llach, San Salvador, El Salvador.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZC1AL</td>
<td>c/o Post Office, MAFRAO, The Arab Legion, Transjordan.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
two hours a day, four or five days a week, it seems that MD5AK is doing some good stuff there.

J4AAG (Miho, Japan) finds himself the B.C.O.F. "DCM" of the Far Eastern Amateur Relay League, organised by the American lads out there. He, too, talks about the difficulties of getting on the air and keeping on when there's no junk-shop just round the corner. Apparently, too, the Chinese 'phones cause a brand of trouble all their very own; they seem to correspond to the French spitch of the 30's. In their DX Club out there, J3AAD is leading with 85 countries, followed by W2CDJ/J2 with 82, J2AHI with 67 and J4AAG with 57. J2's, 3's and 9's are too numerous to mention, and all seem to have BC 610's "souped up" to 1 kW. A little list of Calls Heard and some nice QTH's complete the contribution from J4AAG/G4LV.

D2FV and D2DM (B.A.O.R.) both ask for their QTH's to go in the list, but unfortunately we have found that by the time space is available, and the list appears, these types have invariably been posted! D2FV runs 20 watts to an 807 and does well with it, but is shortly moving to the top of a hill and erecting a respectable aerial system. D'V comes from Woodford Green, and wants to contact any of the chaps there—G2BCX, 4GA, 6SG or 8TL.

Shorts

G3BDS (Worcester) worked RUDY1 on 7 mc—anyone have any dope on this one? G5DQ (Cambridge) got KM6AA on Midway, VR6AA, CR6AI, PK5LK and W6YAW/AK (Korea) together with all sorts of other things. G8IL (Salisbury) has added quite a number of countries, with HH, CR6, UR2, MD5, ZD2, VS6, and finally comes up with MD6AJ (Shaibah). Does this mean an official MD5 district? G2SA (Burnham-on-Crouch) has been hearing nice things like C8YR, ZK1AG, ZD2F, KS4AE and VU7JU. He strongly disapproves of the commercials in the LF end of 14 mc. Don't we all? G5RV (Chelmsford) suggests we start writing rude letters about them. Shoot 'em in—we're prepared to act as collector.

G2WW (Penzance) is working up a fine score of countries (142 at present) and only wants Zone 1 for top score. Recent acquisitions were G6, CR6, FQ3, KV4 OA, UH8, VP5, VU7, ZD2 and ZS3'. But he also heard CR8AC (Goa), FL8AE, KS4AC and 4AE, VR6AA, W3EKK/VK9, ZD6DT and lots of other good stuff he has not yet worked. Watch G2WW for the top of the ladder one of these days. G2WQ (Manchester) had an interesting string of QSO's one evening—July 12—in this order: TF3MB, J9ANL, PK6SA, ZE2JH, ZS3D, PY6AJ and KL7UM. Certainly mixing things up a bit there. G3AOC (London, S.W.17) complains that he was working FT4AC when five American spivs parked on the frequency and smothered the FT completely. He suggests that any VFO operator not completely lost to the finer feelings might shift just a teeny bit when he is obviously QRM-ing someone.

We always get S9 plus with BBC quality.
working on crystal. G6VC says that W5FFW (Tulsa, Okla.) finds that many G’s need Oklahoma for WAS; if any have worked him and not received a card, will they drop him a line? Full QTH in panel. G2VD (Watford) comments on UA3AG/Ø, who says he is in Zone 19. ‘VD has also worked EP3H, UH8KAA, UJ8AD and W51MT/KS4, to mention only a few.

G5WC (London, S.E.19) has brought in some nice stuff, including HP4Q, UN1AO, CM2JK, VP5FR, and “all the usual.” He had a possible QSO with a ZM6 bust by the spivs. G2AIS (Loudwater, Bucks) sends a useful list of QTH’s and some DX Calls Worked, complete with times. As he rightly says, if people working unusual DX would quote the time, it’s rather more interesting than the frequency in these days of VFO’s. We haven’t the space to give his list this time, so we’re keeping the goods under the counter for ourselves!

G8IP (Hampton) uses a very unusual aerial (of necessity) consisting of a 66-footer for 14 mc and a 52-footer for 28 mc, physically joined at a current loop. The contraption is fed by co-ax. at that point. Loading coils are used at the transmitting end, and the DX worked on this affair includes calls like ZD2KC, KH6IJ, VE8OG, UH8KAA, FQ3AT, PK6WS and lots more. It works!

G2PL (Wallington), who now triumphantly heads the WAZ list, has worked, since last month, MX3PA, LU1ZA (South Orkneys), EA7A, KP6AB, HS11N, FQ3AT, F8EX/FC and PK4 (at last!). But he has heard, and still wants, ZM6AC and 6AF, YJ1AB, KB6AB, KM6AA, FC2B (Clipperton) and KH6KL/KS6. Some of that is real DX, by any standards, and it still would be if you had a BC 610 and a rhombic.

G5VQ (Westcliff) has been knocking them off well, with FQ3AT, CR7AD, C7HY, KL7AD, J3AAD, J4AKK, HZ2TG, ZD4AB and all that sort of thing! Trouble with DX reporting nowadays is that there’s so much stuff around that it does not mean very much. Things that would have made our eyes pop out in 1938/39 just come in, are worked, QSL and are QSL’d, and disappear again. Too bad—but perhaps by 1950 it will be a thrill to work a W6 again!

Well, so much for this time. Next month’s deadline is August 15, first post; and please help by putting WAZ claims on postcards and not hiding them in the middle of long, newsy letters. We like both, but prefer ’em separated.

Good hunting, and keep an eye on 28 mc!

### DX FORECAST FOR AUGUST 1947 (ALL TIMES GMT)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>7 mc</th>
<th>14 mc</th>
<th>28 mc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>NORTH AMERICA</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East and Central</td>
<td>2300-0600</td>
<td>1800-0700</td>
<td>Erratic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Coast</td>
<td>0500-0600</td>
<td>0300-0700</td>
<td>Unlikely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CENTRAL AND SOUTH AMERICA</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North of Cancer</td>
<td>1400-0900</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>0800-2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South of Cancer</td>
<td>1900-0600</td>
<td>1600-2300</td>
<td>0700-2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AFRICA</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North of Cancer</td>
<td>1400-0900</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>0800-2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South of Cancer</td>
<td>1900-0600</td>
<td>1600-2300</td>
<td>0700-2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ASIA</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West of 75 deg. E.</td>
<td>2000-0300</td>
<td>0700-2200</td>
<td>0800-2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East of 75 deg. E.</td>
<td>2000-0500</td>
<td>1300-2100</td>
<td>1000-1800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OCEANIA</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK, ZL, ZK, ZM, VR etc.</td>
<td>0400-0800</td>
<td>0600-1000</td>
<td>1000-1300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PK, KA, KB6, KG6, KM6</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>2000-0100</td>
<td>0900-1300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTE** — The times given above are the most likely periods during which signals may be expected from the parts of the world indicated. Under unusual conditions, signals may be heard outside these times.
Illustrated is G2BCX, the station owned and operated by F. C. Judd at 111 Maybank Road, South Woodford, London, E.18. The AA call 2BCX was allotted him as far back as 1934, the full permit being forthcoming in March 1946. The photograph above shows the station, all ready to commence operation, as it actually was on the day the ticket arrived.

Starting up on 28 mc, G2BCX is now equipped for all bands except five metres, and is licensed for 'phone operation. The transmitters are crystal or VFO controlled at will, and arranged for full BK working.

The main Tx covers the 3·5, 7, 14 and 28 mc bands, with an additional unit for 1·7 mc which can also be put on 3·5 mc for QRP working on that band. For 'phone, cathode modulation is used on both transmitters. All control and change-over motions are relay-operated. The station receiver is a superhet with all the "usual refinements" and covers 1·5-20 mc; a separate converter is used for the 14 and 28 mc bands, feeding into the main receiver at an IF of 2 mc.

Most of G2BCX's operation is on 14 mc, and all continents have been worked with a W3EDP aerial, this being used for transmission on all bands. An additional ½-wave dipole is available for 14 mc and a separate receiving aerial is used.

One of the outstanding features of G2BCX is that all equipment—including receiver, side-operated Morse key and microphones—is home-constructed. In these days, that is a particularly creditable achievement.
CALLS HEARD

Please arrange all logs strictly in the form given here, in numerical and alphabetical order and on separate sheets under appropriate headings, with callsign and address on each sheet.

14 mc

J4AAK, RAF Station MIHO, B.C.O.F., Japan.

2C6HU (549), 2FDH (569), 2FZ (449), 3AVA (449), 3AZ (579x), 3BQ (458), 3DQ (439), 5FK (567), 6RB (339), 6Z0 (499), 8AC (559), 8OJ (339).

Z4oMAm, West African Cacao Research Institute, Togo, Gold Coast Colony.

FV: G2AAN (44), 2AHP (55), 2AMX (558), 2ATF (33), 2BB (45), 2BAQ (45), 2M (531), 2CDH (437), 2CIX (558), 2CCL (56), 2CNP (50), 2CZO (567), 2CZQ (558), 2DFHI (558), 2FCV (453), 2FDC (55), 2FD (558), 2FGQ (44), 2FQO (55), 2HFQ (55), 2HVJ (44), 2HOJ (44), 2KQG (568), 2LA (44), 2LI (33), 2LS (44), 2LU (56), 2QO (568), 2SB (567), 2UT (56), 2XB (32), 3ABR (33), 3AGR (44), 3AKU (44), 3APB (448), 3ARE (55), 3ASO (44), 3ASSO (44), 3AUP (45), 3BCS (56), 3BLG (32), 3BUU (33), 3CS, (553), KP (338), 3BL (54), 3LL (55), 3NZ (348), 3QV (55), 3RO (56), 3SN (43), 3SR (44), 3YN (55), 3VP (44), 4BD (558), 4FN, (44), 4GR (33), 4WW (45), 4II (446), 4KQ (448), 4KI (448), 4LI (44), 4AO (44), 5BZ (558), 5CG (558), 5DD (447), 5PG (54), 5HH (447), 5JJ (44), 5KZ (557), 5LI (46), 5MF (44), 5MU (444), 5NV (430), 5PP (55), 5RF (55), 5RP (558), 5VB (558), 5XD (338), 5WX (55), 5YV (458), 5ZA (58Q), 6BB (44), 6CW (566), 6GN (556), 6HC (55), 6HS (55), 6NH (55), 6NV (548), 6OO (558), 6PM (458), 6SS (32), 6UA (55), 6WI (44), 6XT (557), 8AW (348), 8BO (458), 8DD (558), 8DL (448), 8FC (55), 8GD (446), 8GP (43), 8IG (56), 8IPI (44), 8JP (44), 8KP (448), 8LO (33), 8MIZ (438), 8CZ (487), 8VG (448), 8UC (54), 8UN (33), 8ZK (44), 8XJ (32), 8UW (44), 8ZMA (44), 8ZSV (567). (June 1-June 30. RS values in brackets: T9 unless otherwise stated. Receiver: G-81.)

G6ZO in Ankara, Turkey.

June 27, 1800-2000 GMT.

G2DM, 2F2W, 205, 2SB, 2YS, 3AA, 5XM, 5PM, 3BU, 3BW, 3XP, 3IZ, 3YV, 3LL, 3TY, 3WS, 4IC, 4OI, SCI, 5LI, 5YV, 6BO, 6GN, 6KQ, 6UT, 6WT, 8AW, 8FC, 8JR, GM3AHD, GW2XZ, 3ZV.

June 29, 1230-1700 GMT.

G2AND, 2BAG, 2BGP, 2CH, 2CLL, 2DDM, 2FCI, 2FDF, 2FMC, 2FRW, 2FSS, 2FT, 2FHP, 2HNL, 2YS, 3AGN, 2APZ, 3AUC, 3AYE, 3AZ, 3BQR, 3BUU, 3FEJ, 3FS, 3IQ, 3LL, 3MA, 3SR, 3TY, 3YX, 3YT, 4AR, 4IC, 5BJ, 5CG, 5FK, 5SR, 6IC, 6UR, 6XX, 8FC, 8HH, 8HO, 8JR, 8KU, 8PL, 8TI, 8UT, G1SUW, GW2SVZ.

June 20, 2215-2315 GMT. Position 52N, 12W.

G2KO (36), 5UF (57).

June 21, 2200-2300 GMT. Position 53N, 17W.

G2DWN (34), 2H (55), 3JK (34), 3PU (45), 5UF (46).

June 22, 2200-2300 GMT. Position 53N, 22W.

G3AAB (56), 8RO (45), GW2BG (45).

June 23, 2200-2320 GMT. Position 54N, 22W.

G2OO (44), 5BD (55).

June 24, 2200-2320 GMT. Position 54N, 30W.

G200 (45), 3ANY (44), 5UF (45), 8OD (34), G16FB (55). (RS given in brackets. Receiver Marconi CR300 with 25 ft. vertical aerial.)

FIVE METRES

G2KF, Havencroft, Eden Bridge, Kent.

Worked: F8NW, FABBG, 81H, G2FL, 2KI, 2LC, 2MC, 2MR, 2MV, 2NF, 2NM, 2QV, 2UJ, 2XC, 2YL, 3BLK, 3NR, 3PF, 4DN, 4IG, 4KD, 5BD, 5BY, 5MA, 5MA/P, 5PY, 5UM, 5FO, 6LK, 6NB, 6OT, 6SH, 6UM, 7KS, 8DN, 8GQ, 8IG, 8KZ, 8SM, 8TS, 8NSG, PA0PN,

Heard: F3JJ, G2B2M, 2OJ, 3AA, 5MT, ON4F.

(All June 6-July 20.)

G6L6K, Waram Bridge, Bridge Road, Cranleigh, Surrey.

Worked: F3JI, 3B, 3LO, 6WN, 9AQ, F2ABG, 81H, 81AY, 1WX, OK2MV, 3ID, ON4IF, 4NK, 5G, PA0PN, SM5BA, 5YS, ZB1AB, 1AC, 1E.

Heard: H1B9CD, OK1FF, ON4DJ, OZ7G, P90UM.

(All June 16-July 21.: 32 QSO’s outside G. Representing 20 Counties worked with 6 watts during day July 20.)

G2ADZ, Lfft Woff, Ardmillane Wan, Oswestry, Salop.

Heard: F3H1, 3J, 8KR, 9AQ, 9GN, F2ABG, 81H, BB7CSD, 11AY, OK1AA, 1AW, 1FF, 1SF, ZB1AC, G2AK, 2ATK, 2HX, 2IN, 2IQ, 2MA, 2NV, 5BM, 5GX, 5JU, 5LI, 5YM, 5XX, 6CW, 6UY, 8WL, 8UZ, (All G’s over 50 miles distant.)

G2MC, 2MR, 2MV, 2NH, 2XC, 3AAT, 3FD, 5BY, 5MA, 5WP, 6LK, 6MV, 6XM, 8DM, 8GN, 8KZ, 8SK/P, (Representing 20 Counties worked with 6 watts during day July 20.)

G5ST, Burnbank, Goosehill, Eggborough, Plymouth, Devon.

Worked: F3AHI, G2NMM, 2VH, 2XC, 3AGT, 3HT, 5BM, 5MR, 6LK, 6QQ, 6WT, 8XJ, 8XJG,

Heard: F8ADK(0), G1DD, 4LA, 6X, 6OH, SM5SA (SA?). (Period July 10-15.)
FIRST CLASS OPERATORS’ CLUB

President : Gerald Marcuse, G2NM
Hon. Secretary : Capt. A. M. H. Fergus, G2ZC

The Club has now decided upon its autumn Contests, of which there are to be two, and for both of which prizes are offered. One of these is open to non-members.

The first is a marathon and a “members’ only” affair, starting on October 1, the contest must show RST, QTH and phone number only on those days. All logs submitted for any section of the Contest must show RST, QTH and distance claimed for the station worked, as well as RST given by the operator claiming.

The conditions of this Contest are such as to call for snappy operating, since the contest period is two hours only on each band. In accordance with the Rules of the Contest, active membership of the F.O.C. is divided into three sections:

(A) Inter-FOC QSO’s, (B) Transmitting non-members with FOC members, and (C) Short wave listeners.

Scoring will be on the following basis:

(A) Inter-FOC contacts, and members’ contacts with non-members:

Inter-FOC : 4 pts if over 100 miles; 2 pts under 100 miles.

FOC/Non-members : 3 pts over 100 miles; 1 pt under 100 miles.

(B) Non-members’ contacts with F.O.C. members:

4 pts over 400 miles
3 pts over 300 miles
2 pts over 200 miles
1 pt over 100 miles, or under

(C) SWL Section

Rules were given in the August issue of the Short Wave Listener.

The open transmitting contest will take place on November 1 on 1-7 mc, November 8 on 3-5 mc, and on November 15 on 7 mc during the period 1700-1900 hrs. Clock time only on those days. All logs submitted for any section of the Contest must show RST, QTH and distance claimed for the station worked, as well as RST given by the operating claiming.

The conditions of this Contest are such as to call for snappy operating, since the period is two hours only on each band.

Membership Election

In accordance with the Rules of the Club, the following have been elected to active membership of the F.O.C.:

J. Croxdale, G5US (Frimley, Surrey); V. H. Penfold, G3JZ (Haywards Heath, Sussex); S. A. Herbert, G3ATU (Sunderland, Co. Durham); B. Brondon-Neillson, OZ7BO (Klampenborg, Denmark); S. B. D. Young, G2YY (Berwick-on-Tweed); D. F. Brondum-Neilsen, OZ7B0 (Klampenborg, Denmark); Herbert, G3ATU (Sunderland, Co. Durham);

S. B. D. Young, G2YY (Berwick-on-Tweed); D. F. Brondum-Neilsen, OZ7BO (Klampenborg, Denmark); Herbert, G3ATU (Sunderland, Co. Durham);

S. B. D. Young, G2YY (Berwick-on-Tweed); D. F. Brondum-Neilsen, OZ7BO (Klampenborg, Denmark); Herbert, G3ATU (Sunderland, Co. Durham); S. A. Herbert, G3ATU (Sunderland, Co. Durham);

S. B. D. Young, G2YY (Berwick-on-Tweed); D. F. Brondum-Neilsen, OZ7BO (Klampenborg, Denmark); Herbert, G3ATU (Sunderland, Co. Durham); S. A. Herbert, G3ATU (Sunderland, Co. Durham); S. A. Herbert, G3ATU (Sunderland, Co. Durham);
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IDEAS
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Fig. 1. G2ZC has a completely screened aerial coupling unit, mounted separately from the transmitter, to which it is link-coupled. The flash-lamp bulb plugs into a fixed link for tuning-up purposes.

Changing Aerial Directivity

With facilities for only a wave wire slung across the garden, G3ALW found that some control over the directivity of the lobes could be obtained by carrying the ends of the aerial on endless ropes run through pulleys fixed to two suspension points (separated as widely as conditions permit) for each end of the wire — see Fig. 2.

Manipulation of the ropes then enables the line of the aerial to be altered through quite wide angles, depending upon how far apart the pulleys can be fixed. Even under the worst site conditions, (e.g. a very narrow garden) a change of only 20 deg. would give a worthwhile alteration to the direction of the lobes. Feeders present no difficulty in the application of this idea if due allowance is made for the furthest reach. — From F. G. Baker, G3ALW, 41 Horsham Avenue, Kinson, Bournemouth, Hants.

Change-Over Switch

This idea (Fig. 3) employs a small see-saw weighted down on one side (receive position) and thrown over to transmit by means of a relay. Switching as required is effected by arranging for stiff-wire contacts to dip into mercury cups, the "cups" themselves being old valve caps. By adjusting the height of the cups relative to their position with the see-saw or switch arm, switching sequence or delayed contact can be arranged. The actual relay mechanism employed depends on the type of relay available, and is simply a matter of arranging a suitable motion to hold over the arm.

At G3BK, the main function of the switch is to change over the aerial from "send" to "receive"; a piece of cab-tyre cable is run along the arm and the ends bared for dipping into the mercury cups. The aerial feeder line is brought into this cable at the balance point on
the see-saw, a flexible connection being provided. A two-way switch in the Rx HT circuit is wired to work the relay, all change-over motions being thereby controlled by the one switching action.—From F. Crabtree, G3BK, 28 Regent Avenue, March, Cambs.

**Points on 9-pin Valves**

Many readers will be obtaining ex-Government valves of the 9-pin type, the commonest being the VR136 (RF pentode, now the RL7 or EF54), the VR137 (triode, RL16 or EC52), and the VR91 (RF pentode, EF50).

It is easy to confuse the EF50 and the EF54, though the pin connections are quite different; the EF54 has four cathode connecting points (pins 4, 5, 7, 8) and a better VHF performance than the EF50. The suppressor is internally connected in the EF54, whereas in the EF50 it is brought out.

EF50's or VR91's have been made by several British and American manufacturers, including Sylvania. EF50's of this particular American make have a grid-cathode capacity 2.1 µF higher than the British-made types. Early British EF50's had much thicker pins than the later version, which often suffer from poor socket contacts; the pins should be carefully cleaned before use.

The CV66 oscillator triode is not interchangeable with the EC52 (VR137); the CV66 has two anode connections (pins 4, 5) and four grid connections (pins 2, 3, 6, 7). Both the EF50 and EF54 make very good mixer valves, with grid injection to the EF54 and either grid or suppressor to the EF50. And even if they are burnt out, their casings, easily removed, make excellent screening cans for small coils!

—From L. Tranmer, G6TG, Wandsworth, Scalfby Road, Burnistion, Scarborough, Yorks.

**“All-Mains” Battery Receiver**

G8FP is running an R1116, a 7-valve battery job, from the mains in the manner shown in Fig. 5. A 1000-ohm relay is energised from the 2-volt LT supply to the first valve in the receiver, and serves to switch mains power to the HT eliminator and trickle charger; the LT accumulator is permanently floated across the latter.

The action of the “on-off” switch in the receiver automatically connects LT to the relay when the set is switched on, since the relay voltage is taken from across the filament pins of one valveholder. The relay is wired as shown in the diagram, and thus applies mains power to the HT and charger units. If the LT load is about equal to or less than the trickle charge, the receiver becomes virtually all-mains. The idea is of course applicable to any battery Rx.—From W. Kirkland, G8FP, 31c Middle Street, Yeovil, Somerset.

**Fig. 3.** G3BK's ingenious change-over mechanism, using a home-made relay-actuated mercury switch.

![Diagram of Plexiglass Relay Mechanism](image)

**Fig. 4.** G4QK uses 230-volt 40-watt lamps as power dropping resistors for low-voltage adjustment of a high power transmitter. The switch allows selection of different voltages.

**Dropping HT Voltage**

When adjusting a high-power stage it is as well to reduce plate voltage so as to avoid damaging the valves when the plate current runs away. If the power transformer is not tapped or heavy-duty series resistors are not available, ordinary 230-volt 40-watt house lamps can be used where the supply current is of the order of 150 mA. By connecting several lamps in series (see Fig. 4) and using a selector switch, the voltage can be varied over a wide range. Use a switch with plenty of spacing and make sure everything is properly insulated.—From J. B. Roscoe, G4QK, Springdale, Woburn Sands, Bletchley, Bucks.

**Fig. 5.** G8FP's arrangement for operating his battery R1116 off the AC mains. The 1000-ohm relay is energised from a valve socket in the receiver; switching the set to “on” brings the HT eliminator, the LT accumulator and the trickle charger.
FIVE METRES

By A. J. DEVON

THE active 5-meteorites will not need to be told that this has been another exciting, interesting and fruitful month, both for GDX and the Europeans. The band has opened wide on several occasions, and much productive work has been possible for a large number of operators.

Three excellent new “Five-Metre Firsts” fall to be recorded—G5BY/OK2MV on June 22, G6LK/ZB1AB on June 30, and G2XC/ZB2A on July 22—all duly entered in the box appearing herewith. These contacts reflect great credit on the operators who made them and are a fitting reward for the patience and hard work which the G’s concerned apply to five metres.

A listener report of particular interest from W. H. Pierce (Reigate Hill) records the reception of ZS1AX on June 30, during the period 2100-2145 DST, when much other DX was heard or worked by G’s. We have it via G5BY that ZS1AX (with ZS1B, ZS1CN, ZS1P and ZS1T) was certainly on the air then, but the frequency used for this 5-way ZS1 schedule every Monday evening is 58.5 mc, and not 57.8 as given by W.H.P.—so sad to say the reception cannot be definitely confirmed. It is not at all improbable, however, as conditions were exceptionally good and on that same evening YI2CA was heard by G5GX and G3ALY, at 2150 DST. This also is not finally substantiated at the time of writing, so for the moment we shall have to leave these reports as interesting probabilities.

With eleven European countries now in the box (or bag) it can be said that 58 mc is not only giving us results well up to expectations for this season but that these results, as regards both incidence and distance, compare well with those being obtained on 50 mc on the other side of the Atlantic.

This is, of course, largely due to the increasing European activity for which we in G have had to wait so many years. But with the FA’s, ZBI’s and ZB2A in the DX category now on the band with good equipment and regular operation, the picture has altered completely even from a year ago. As well as these, the F, HB, I, OK, ON, OZ, PA and SM stations can be relied upon whenever conditions serve. And when there is no sporadic-E to help us across to Europe, there are several G stations on the south side who can maintain the link with the nearer Continentals on ducting. G6DH (Clacton), in particular, now has a pretty tight grip on the ON's and PA's!

As for last month's record, the European story is covered in detail in the Summary of Activity which will be found in these pages. This shows that as far as actual results go, the outstanding dates were June 22, June 30 and July 16—but in fact something interesting happened practically every day. Such a showing would have been undreamt-of last season, though for years we have maintained in these columns that they ought to be possible if the Europeans were there, and kept there.

Incidence of Sporadic-E

Though results have apparently been obtained almost daily, it is important to differentiate between the various influences which produced these results, as summarised under “Propagation Conditions” in this feature last month.

In a most useful log, keyed in such a way that it is very easy to pick out the significant factors, G6DH gives sporadic-E openings as having occurred on June 22-28 inclusive, June 30, July 10-12 inclusive, July 16-17, and July 22. The actual period of these openings varied from the early morning to the late evening, so that for many of them there was little or no activity on the band.

Incidence of Ducting

The near-European and the GDX working can be attributed not to sporadic-E but to ducting—a subject which has been so well covered in recent issues that there is no need to discuss it further here. We are, however, ourselves a little puzzled as to why some of the real DX signals—ZB1 and FA—should often be so consistent and so steady when they are alone on the band. It has frequently been noticed that they come up out of what appears to be a dead band, quite without the usual signs of sporadic-E conditions.
OK2MV, Hodinin, with his 58 mc receiver. He holds, with GSBY, the "Five Metre First", for OK/G.

—such as loud commercial harmonics, Europeans showing up at good strength before suddenly fading out, and generally an unstable path when QSO’s are made. While it is inconceivable that such steady long-distance signals as the FA’s and ZB1’s, over land and during broad daylight, can be due to any possible temperature inversion effect, their behaviour does not quite correlate with sporadic-E results as usually observed. And why should these DX stations, during times of normal activity and for quite long periods, be the only signals to be heard? The answer would appear to be single-hop F-layer reflection—and if that is so, then the MUF on the North-South path has been going much higher than anyone expected; or indeed, than has been reported by the usual agencies.

**Trend of Conditions**

Against our known results for this month, Ferrell’s predictions for CQ gave the period June 25-30 as likely to be good (it was), July 3 very good (in fact, we only got near-Europeans on ducting over here), July 4-8 quiet, and July 9, 11, and 12 good. July 11-12 certainly gave us European results, but not to any outstanding degree. He also bills July 16 as “quiet,” whereas for us it was one of the days of the year. July 22-23 Ferrell predicted should be good; reports so far received suggest that they were average value only in Europe.

It is obviously both unfair and misleading to attempt any direct correlation between these predictions—which are specifically for 50 mc over the North American Continent—and the results obtained in Europe on 58 mc. But it is interesting to see whether they can be regarded as any sort of a guide to conditions on this side of the Atlantic.

Without going into a lot of detail, it can be said that Ferrell’s predictions, while certainly indicating the trend of conditions, do not give any reliable indication of day-to-day results to be expected in Europe. On the other hand,
SUMMARY OF EUROPEAN FIVE-METRE ACTIVITY
June 22 -July 23

June 22
OK2MV worked G5BY and G6LK. G6LK heard OK1FF, OK3ID and OK4IDT. G5BY worked FABBG and FA8IH. G6DH worked PAO9UN and heard FABBG and FA8IH. G2KF worked FAB8G. G5BD heard FA8IH and FAB8G.

June 23
G6LK worked PAO9PN and G5BD heard FA8IH. G6DH worked PAO9PN, and heard PAO9UM and ZBIAC.

June 24
G6DH worked ON4IF and PAO9PN. G6LK worked I1XA, ON4KN, PAO9PN. G5BY worked I1XW, and G5BD worked PAO9PN, hearing F36HL, ON4DJ and ON4KN.

June 25
G6DH worked ON5G, PAO9PN, PAO9UN and PAO9UM, hearing F8GH and ON4TD.

June 26
OK2MV worked G5BY, and heard F8LO, G2MV, G2XC and G6LK. G6DH worked ON5G, PAO9PN, hearing F8NW. G2KF worked ON5G and PAO9PN. G5BD heard F8LO, G2MV and heard ON4IF and ON4KN.

June 27
G6DH worked PAO9PN and heard ON4IF. G5BY received FA8IH and ON4IF. G5BD received PAO9PN solidly for an hour, 1900-2000 DST.

June 28
PAO9PN worked G6DH and G6LK. G6DH worked ON4KN.

June 29
G6BK received PAO9PN.

June 30
G6LK worked OK3ID, O7Z7 (QR9), SM5BA and ZBIAC (first contact). Y12CA heard by G50X and G3ALY. G56XM heard OK1FF, OK2MV, O7Z7, SM47CT and SM52H. OK1FF worked GD9T, G5BD, G5BY, G50X, G5MQ, GW5UO, G50S and heard G2BMZ, G3APY, G3BY, GM3PL, G3CN, G5BM, G6DH, G6LK, G6VX, G8LY, GM8MJ, PAO9CN, PAO9PN and ZBIAB. OK2MV worked G2MV and G5SX, hearing also G2BMZ, G3APY, G3BY, G5MQ, G6CW, G6LK, G6XM and G8SQ. OK1AW worked G5MQ, and heard G2BMZ, G3TN and ON4TD. OK1RM worked G2MV, G5BY and G5MQ. OK3JF heard G6DH. G2XC worked OK1FF and ZBIAB. G6DH worked ON4IF, G6DK and G2ZH worked O7Z7 for the 02's first contact. G5BY worked SM27CT. G5BD heard OK1AW, OK2MV, OK3ID, OK5DI, SM27BJ, SM27CI and ON4TD.

July 1
G6DH worked ON5G. G5BY heard FA8IH.

July 2
G6DH worked ON5G.

July 3
G5BD worked ON4DJ. G6LK worked PAO9PN. G5BY worked F8NW. G6DH worked ON4DJ, ON5G, PAO9PN, hearing ON4KN. G5MP received PAO9PN.

July 4
G6LK worked ON4IF. G6XM worked PAO9PN. G6DH worked PAO9PN, and heard F82F, ON4IF, ON4KN and ON5G. G2KF worked F8NW. G5BY heard FAB8G.

July 5
G6LK worked F8LO and ON4KN. G6DH heard ON5G.

July 6
G6DH heard ON3G.

July 7
G6DH heard PAO9PN.

July 9
HB9BZ heard FA8IH.

July 10
G52T worked FA8IH. G5BY worked SM5FI and heard SM5FA.

July 11
G6LK worked ON4KN and SM5YS. HB9BZ had partial contact with SM5FS and heard an unidentified GM. G5BD worked SM5SP and heard FA8IH. G3XM received I1XW. G6DH had the QSO with SM5FS and heard ON4IF and ON4KN.

July 12
G6DH worked F36HL and ON4IF, hearing F8NW. G2XC worked F9BG and I1XW and heard F36HL. G6LK worked F8BW and I1XW. G6MN/A worked F9BG and heard F36HL. G5BD worked ON4IF and heard F36HL.

July 13
G6DH worked ON4IF and PAO9DX, receiving ON4DJ. G6LK worked PAO9PN. HB9BZ heard F8YZ.

July 14
HB9BZ heard G4MH(?), GM2DA/GM8DH(?) and ZB1E(?) GM6XM heard SM5YS, and SM5YS received G2XC. G6DH worked ON4IF, ON5G, PAO9UN and PAO9UM, hearing ON4DJ and PAO9PN. G6LK worked ON4IF. ZB2A heard G5BY.

July 15
G6DH worked ON5G, PAO9PN, PAO9UN, and heard ON4TD.

July 16
G5BY worked F36HL, FA8BG, HB9BZ, I1XW, I1XV, ZBIAC and heard ZBIAC. G6LK worked F36HL, F36B, F9AOQ, FA8IH, I1AY, ZBIAC and heard HB9CD, ON4DJ, ON4IF, ON4KN, ON5G, PAO9UM, ZBIAB and ZB1E. G2ATK heard F36HL, F36B and I1AY. G5MP received FA8IH. G2KF heard F36B and FA8IH. G56XM logged F36B, F9AOQ, HB9CD, HB9BZ, I1AY and ZBIAC. G3DA worked I1AY. G2XC worked F36HL, F36F, FA8111 and I1AY. G52T worked I1AY and I1XAOJ). G6DH worked FA8BG and ON4IF, receiving F36HL, FA8IH, I1DA, ON4DJ and PAO9PN. G2KF worked FA8IH. ZB2A heard F36HL, F8NS, F80G, F80L, G5BY, G6DH, G6LK, G6UH, G8TS, HB9CD, ON4DJ, ON4IF, PAO9UN, PAO9UM. All were called without QSO being effect.
at this season of the year, it is a pretty safe assumption that sporadic-E openings will occur, and with the present solar activity, that they will be quite frequent. American opinion is that the MUF for the F2 layer should start going high—for paths east, west and south of North America—from about the beginning of September, the peak time daily being around 1800-1900 BST. During the last week of October and for the whole month of November, erratic 50 mc paths will form directly across the Atlantic to Southern Europe. G/W 50-58 mc contacts are not definitely expected even during this period, since the MUF is not thought to be going higher than 51 mc for what are predicted to be very best weeks from November 10 to December 5, when the active hours will be 1530-1730 BST. Thus Ferrell of CQ.

On this showing, cross-band 50/28 mc Trans-Atlantics should be fairly easily possible from late October till early December—anyway, we shall see when the time comes.

Of course, what we really want is a cross-band 50/58 mc G-W QSO, which would certainly be the outstanding achievement of the post-war era of Amateur Radio. We shall hear the W's all right; the question is will they be able to receive us. There is at least a chance of it this season, though on the predictions it does not look a very good one.

But when the band is open, do not forget to listen from 50 mc up in frequency, and if we get any Dellinger fade-outs, remember Condition (d) in "Propagation Conditions" last time. Incidentally, in that discussion on 5-metre propagation, we omitted to mention Condition (e)—Auroral reflection, which returns all signals from a northerly direction, with pronounced phase distortion, producing very rough CW notes and blurred speech from stations normally radiating clean transmissions. So that makes five different propagation factors affecting 58 mc working, which can be expected to manifest themselves severally, together or not at all! What a band!

Individual Cases

GSZT (Plymouth) is the most westerly G active on the band and has had something of a struggle, which he describes in graphic detail, in getting further than G2BMZ (Torquay). His trouble was that though he could get the "sporadics" and could hear G2BMZ and G5BY working the GDX, he could not find the distant G's. The usual story, in fact! GSZT built six receivers in two months, and also worked hard to produce an aerial which would bring the stuff in. The Rx is now 2 RF EF54-EF54 mixer-EC52 oscillator, with 8 mc IF into an AR88; the aerial is a 4-element beam, with open-line feeders, carried on a 36-ft. tower—and he is 300-ft. a.s.l., clear all round. He was ready with this equipment by July 10, and by July 17 had achieved the results shown in Calls Heard. As GSZT says, there must be many others struggling in the same way—and perhaps giving up the band because, thinking things were all right, with the gear, they yet achieved nothing. The trouble is nearly always the receiver, which cannot have too much time and trouble spent on it. Anyhow, GSZT is well away now, and will be another good GDX station for many operators.

A very similar story comes from ZB2A (Gibraltar), who we are particularly glad to welcome to these pages. Cpl. Pye and his boys run a joint show down on the Rock and had been trying on 58 mc for six months before G5BY was heard—for the very first signal to be received—on July 14. They too had practically abandoned hope of ever doing anything. Well, their latest results appear in the Summary of Activity, and as ZB2A will be a new country on five for about three hundred
G's, they can look forward to a busy time! ZB2A is there almost every evening from 2030-2330 DST, on CW, 58-5 mc.

G3DA (Handforth, Ches), now on the first rung of the Counties Worked ladder, is using a converted P.38 naval receiver, which has two EF54 RF stages, EF54 mixer, and 9002 oscillator, with 3 IF's on 10 mc. He comments on the appallingly low standard of operating and the poor quality of some of the portables up there on July 20.

G3BXE (West Wratting, Cambs) is yet another who is treading his first steps in Amateur Radio on five metres—indeed, it is the only band for which he is equipped. He opened with G5PY (London) for his first QSO ever on May 29, the day the ticket arrived, and has now made 56 contacts, with G2TK (Scarborough, 153 miles) as the best GDX, and 14 counties worked. Good show, OM. The Rx at G3BXE uses SP41's in RF and mixer stages, the aerial is a 4-element beam and the Tx has an RK34 in the final, running 17 watts. The primary power supply for the station is accumulators, as G3BXE has no mains connection—but he is installing a P/E generator set which he hopes will make for more comfortable operating. Another good example of local difficulties being tackled successfully.

G5JU (Birmingham) is well located 600-ft. a.s.l. and has knocked off 20 counties, with 64 stations worked. Among those recently heard at G5JU have been G2AAW, 2AOK, 2CUA, 2ZG, 3BLP, 3DA, 6TO, 6XM, 8TO, 8US and GW4FW. This should be of interest in South Wales. Among those worked are G5GX (Somerset, 769 ft.) and 6L6-807 (Sutton, Notts) and has a 6.15-6J5-6V6-807 PA Tx running 100 watts input, and a superhet Rx that will take CW, with a full-wave Windom for aerial. OK2MV's transmitter is shown here, and OK1AW's outfit is on the same lines. It must be remembered that the OK's are very short of good modern equipment, and to get on at all they have to make do as best they can; most of them lost everything they possessed during the war. So do not let us be too critical of those rusty notes.

Keep It Clear

Both OK1AW and HB9CE (Zurich) raise a point which they particularly ask us to pass on through the Magazine. It is that more G's could be reported than are actually logged or called. The reason is that many G's do not sign clearly enough or often enough for a foreigner with but an imperfect knowledge of our peculiar language to get the callsign. There is too much of this "Gee-ni'-bee-eff - off'n - clear - and - over - and - by - and - searching - the - band - come - in - somebody - please - kay" business (yes, we're beginning to get it even on five metres!) and not enough clean, steady sending.

What the Europeans want G 'phones to do is to use the phonetic alphabet with place names, call slowly and distinctly, repeat it several times, and then buzz the call into the microphone as a final check. And when on CW, sign three times even if it is not running! Well, it's a fine effort, and we're beginning to get it even on five metres!) and not enough clean, steady sending.

More Reports

G2ATK (Shirley, B'ham), on 58-68 mc and there most evenings from 2000 DST, runs a regular schedule with G8UZ (Sutton, Notts) and has a 6J5-6JS-6F6-6L6-807 transmitter into a 3-element rotary, with a Type 26 converter and an AR-88. G2ATK worked G5BY for his fourteenth county. On July 20 he was portable at Henley-in-Arden, where the outstanding signals were G2TQ, G2NH/P, G2OI, G3APY/P, G3MY/P, G3TN/P, G4LU, G5MA/P, G5MQ, G6CW/P and
OK2MV's SEO 5-metre Tx, using a German LS50 valve with 50 watts input. The note is a little rough.

G6MN/A, all of whom averaged RST589 over distances of from 60 to 100 miles.

G6XM (Farnborough, Hants) with his new 4-element beam on which much time and labour have been lavished, is doing very much better as a result. This beam has 0.15 w/1 spacing for reflector, 0.125 for first director, and 0.2 w/1 between 1st and 2nd directors, all arrived at by experiment to obtain best forward gain. During the month he has worked nine over-100-mile contacts, representing between them seven counties, so it is not surprising to find G6XM well up in Counties Worked. He has also been in on the European stuff, as shown in the Summary. G6XM's Rx is a modified CR100 with a 3-stage converter; he has found that a 955 triode mixer with grid injection gives better signal/noise ratio and conversion gain than any of five other valve types tried.

G5BY (Bolt Tail, S. Devon) has been heard by PA0PN (400 miles), which is the best report to date for what must have been ducting, since no sporadic-E was present over that path at the time, the evening of June 16. In the other direction, G5BY heard ON41F (375 miles) on June 27, again a case of ducting. G5BY has, of course, had a large share in the European DX, as the Summary shows, and has had SWL reports from Austria, Germany and Switzerland. Hilton also found the ZB1 trio (ZB1AB, 1AC and 1E) in and steady for an hour on June 21, 2030-2130 DST, with not another signal on the band. Compared with last season, he finds that so far this year sporadic-E openings have been more frequent in the early evenings than at other times of the day. G5BY is using a new converter, which we hope to describe in an early issue.

G2KF (Eden Bridge, Kent) has got nicely under way and is doing very well (see Calls Heard) in spite of a difficult location. We think one of the most noteworthy contacts he has yet made was that with G2NM on June 23, when these two oldtimers, active from the earliest days of Amateur Radio, made their first direct radio contact again after a lapse of over 20 years. As a contact, it was just
another QSO. But what an entry for the log! G2KF has a 3-element beam, and to July 21 had rolled in 43 different stations since commencing operations on June 6. He hears the northerly GDX with difficulty as Eden Bridge is in the shadow of the North Downs. The ameliorating circumstance here is that the Continentals come in very well.

G2XC (Portsmouth) has re-opened with G6DH and they now have fairly consistent contacts. G2XC gives July 4, 5 and July 7-10 as the bad days for GDX this month, the best conditions obtaining on June 24, 27, 28, July 3, 12, 13, 14, 17 and 20. He worked 18 counties during the day of July 20, and has done well with the Europeans (see Calls Heard and the Summary of Activity).

G6LK (Cranleigh) found the month exceptional for DX, having heard Europeans nearly every evening; July 16 was the best day, which opened up first with local Europeans, later extending slowly to France, Switzerland, Italy and Malta. G6LK now has some notable achievements to his credit (see Calls Heard, Summary of Activity and the Panels).

SWL Reports

Once again we are very glad to see more of these, and as Calls Heard shows, our SWL's are certainly getting their full share of the results. W. H. Pierce (Reigate Hill), at an excellent location, hears the best of the stuff and is well equipped; he offers site facilities to any transmitter wishing to operate portable—see Calls Heard for QTH.

C. J. R. Francis (Ipswich) has G6DH as his nearest station, and always a good signal. C.J.R.F. puts in a useful Calls Heard list, the first we have had from his neighbourhood; his gear is home-built and he reads CW. Then we have an interesting letter from P. J. Towgood (Bournemouth) also with a good log, who received G6DH for the first time on July 3; northerly GDX has been poor in Bournemouth for some weeks now, with slow deep fading on the more regular signals, like G2NM and G6LK.

L. C. Blanchard (Coulsdon) comes in with an excellent and most detailed report, full of news. His own record is well worth mentioning—133 different stations heard in eight countries, with 21 English counties. He has recently had QSL's from F8NW, FA8BG, ON4DJ, OZ7G and ZB1AB—QTH's available for those who may want them. Some details of gear are that FA8BG runs 100 watts to an 813 on 58.7 mc, with a 133-ft. all-band longwire aerial and a superhet with 6AC7 RF stage; ON4DJ has a 4-element beam and 100 watts to an 829; OZ7G runs 50 watts PA input to a VFO-driven Tx, with a 4-element beam and a 10-valve super for 50-60 mc; ZB1AB has an S.27 and 25 watts input.

G2ADZ (Oswestry) one of the South London SWL's who used to listen on the pre-war G5BY-G6FO schedule, is QRX only at the moment but will be on 58.75 mc shortly. He has done extraordinarily well with an 0-V-1 receiver; only on four days during the period June 22-July 18 did he not hear a GDX signal over 160 miles—see Calls Heard. There's something about Oswestry for DX, on all bands!

G6PJ (Sheffield) is another still at the QRX stage, but is in process of getting things lined up.

Counties, Countries and 100-Up

The panels showing the latest positions appear in the body of the text—G6VX still leads by a short head on Counties, with G6LK at the top for Countries and also leading with stations worked.

Seven new callsigns appear in Counties Worked, and as many stations have moved up a bit. An exception is the Editor, who appears to have made no progress at all in the last three months. If you qualify for inclusion in Counties or Countries Worked, or for 100-Up, let

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FIVE-METRE COUNTRIES WORKED LIST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Starting Figure, 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Worked</th>
<th>Station</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G6LK (F, FA, G, GW, HB, I, OK, ON, PA, SM, ZBI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G5BY (F, FA, G, GW, HB, I, OK, OZ, SM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G5BD (F, FA, G, I, OK, ON, PA, SM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G5MA (F, FA, G, GW, HB, I, ON, PA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G6DH (F, FA, G, I, OK, ON, PA, SM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G2NH (F, FA, G, GW, HB, ON, PA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G5MQ (F, FA, G, GM, GW, I, OK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G2KF (F, FA, G, ON, PA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G2MR (F, FA, G, I, PA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G5IG (F, FA, G, ON, PA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G6XM (F, FA, G, GW, PA)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
us have the details, with any subsequent amendments, so that the records can be kept right up to date. For Counties, a list of call signs only for those claimed is required for checking purposes, and for Countries the list should give call sign and date of working the station for the country concerned. For 100-Up, a plain statement that so many different stations have been worked two-way is accepted.

And by the way, we are accepting new county claims from fixed stations only who work portables in new counties; but you cannot claim counties for yourself when out portable. GDX records are strictly as between fixed stations using the G prefix, operating their own gear from their own QTH’s.

Portable Results, July 20

If anyone ever thought, seriously, that location does not matter much on five metres, they would have been forced to a very different conclusion when observing the results of the field exercise on July 20, when 5-metre portables were out all over the country.

All day, the band was full of great, fat signals from incredible distances and during the morning and afternoon phone contacts were made over paths which would normally be considered good for CW working after dark.

It was clearly a combination of good conditions, high activity and good locations which produced these remarkable results. At times, the band sounded rather like 40 metres on a Sunday morning, and reports of QRM were quite frequent. What a thing for five!

Twiddly Bits

G2HMI, G5YO, G8JO and G8KK are all active in South Shields and Sunderland, Co. Durham; G8JO is getting out and has worked G5BD and G6MN/A. . . . This will make G8JO the target for all the 5-metre GDX operators in the country; it’s like being on a new island on 14 mc. OM! . . . G2NH/P, with his 6 watts from Alton, Hants, swept up 20 counties on July 20. . . . G2IQ (Sheffield) has been trying a long-wire aerial against the beam and finds there is not much difference even in the preferred direction; as he says, there must be something not right with the beam. . . . EF3H, Kuzistan, S. Persia, is there QRX with a 3-stage EF50 converter into an HRO, with a 3-element beam; we shall know as soon as he hears anything. . . . G5CM (Bognor Regis) in a bad location and afflicted with a colossal gas-holder as a near neighbour, is busy rebuilding. . . . G5BM (Cheltenham) wishes that his 58.7 mc signal would attract the attention of the Somerset and South Wales boys. . . . G3ASC (Oswestry) has had some really remarkable contacts with G5LJ (Sutton Coldfield) using a TBY8 ½-watt walkie-talkie, with 135 volts on 958 acorn oscillator; the distance is 57 miles—there is something about Oswestry! . . . G5MR (Felpham) finds his new 3-element beam much better than the old long-wire and is looking forward to some good new contacts. . . . HB9BZ (Zurich) reports on his recent results, which are covered in the Summary.

Closing Date—September

And so your exhausted A.J.D. leaves you once again, with his grateful thanks to so many correspondents for all their interesting reports and helpful and stimulating comments. This has been the biggest month yet, but the story is well worth the space—though the Editor, hard-pressed with much other good material, is rumbling about “four pages only in future.”

The next date is August 19 certain—for the September issue. But Contest reports by August 11, please. All 5-metre material to A. J. Devon, c/o Short Wave Magazine, 49 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1 (ABBey 2384). 73 and BCNU.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Worked</th>
<th>Station</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>G6VX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>G6LK(187), G2XC(145), G5BY, G5MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>G6XM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>G2MR(154)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>G2NH(151), G5BD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>G6YU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>G5IU, G8SM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>G2YL, G5IG, G5MQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>G6OH(106), G4IG, G8UZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>G6CW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>G2NM, G3AAK, G5BM, G3PY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>G6FO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>G2ATK, G3BXE, G3DA, G6KB, G6MN/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Figure in brackets after call is total of different stations worked; starting figure, 100.
NEW QTH's

This space is available for the publication of the addresses of all holders of new call signs, or changes of address of transmitters already licensed. All addresses published here are automatically included in the quarterly issue of the Call Book in preparation. QTH's are inserted as they are received, up to the limit of the space allowance. Please write clearly and address on a separate slip to QTH Section.

EI8Q  R. N. Stanton, Woodlands, Glannime, Co. Cork, Eire.


G2AIB  C. P. Sime, 33 Bywell Avenue, South Shields, Co. Durham.

G2AXQ  H. R. Walker, 3 Chapel Street, Wisbech, Cambs.

G2CNK  T. E. Bates, 12 Mansfield Road, Balby, Doncaster, Yorks.

G2CJY  W. Muller, 12 Sydney Road, Stew- mwick, Staffs.

GD2DF/A  F. A. Yost, The Creggans, Ronaldsway Airport, Ballallasa, I.O.M.

G2DKN  Dr. W. R. Gilmore, Walton Hospital, Liverpool, 9.

G12DKN  Dr. W. R. Gilmore, 19 Ormiton Drive, Belfast, N.I.


G2DUV  14 Carolina Road, Thornton Heath, Surrey.

G12FHN  E. R. Sandy, 5 Donezall Park Avenue, Belfast, N.I.

G2HCA  61 Rippingale Road, Great Barr, Birmingham, 22A.


G2YZ  H. W. Daly, 161 Limpsfield Road, Sanderstead, Surrey.


G3ADF  R. L. Wade, Lindens, Empress Avenue, Marple, Stockport, Cheshire.

G3ADI  N. Ward, 18 Willow Way, Crosby, Liverpool, 23.

G3ADM  G. H. Killick, Lemsford, Welwyn Garden City, Herts. (Tel. : Welwyn Garden 3954.)

G3ADP  H. Waddington, 96 Woodhouse Road, Keighley, Yorks.

G3AGQ  R. C. Eldridge (ex-D2GQ), 10 Westridge Road, Southport.

G3AII  H. W. Brunton, 26 East Parade, Whitley Bay, Northumberland.


G3AWA  A. J. Woolwood, 22b Foxglove Road, Beckenham, Kent.

G3AYK  T. Hardman, 131 Queens Road, Halifax, Yorks.

G3AYT  43 Donald Avenue, Hyde, Cheshire.

G3BZ/A  J. Evans, 58 Parkwood Road, Isleworth, Middx.


G3BDN  J. C. Treby, 24 Fremane Road, Barking, Ilford, Essex.

GW3BHG  A. E. Hay (ex-G2KG, 1921), Grey Gables, Buttrills Road, Barry, Glam., S. Wales.


G3BJK  J. M. Ivinson, B.Sc., Dane Vlew, Baddow Hill Crescent, Great Baddow, Chelmsford, Essex.

G3BKP  H. R. Gowling, Rosedene, Roath Road, Portishead, Bristol.

G3BNW  J. E. Bailey, 9 Heywood Road, Alderley Edge, Cheshire.


G3BQP  J. R. B. Hibbert, 351 Leasowe Road, Leasowe, Wirral, Chester.

G3BPN  C. M. Gillman, 5 Lewis Road, Southall-Middx.

GM3BQA  J. S. McCaig, 9 Scott Crescent, Galashiels Selkirkshire. (Tel. : Galashiels 2464.)

G3BQB  H. Nicholas, 87 Elm Terrace, Dudley, Worrds.

G3BQH  E. Sherlock, 134 Liverpool Road, St. Helens, Lancs.

GM3BQN  J. B. S. Gilfillan, M.A., Homest, William Street, Helensburgh, Dumbarton- shire.

G3BRT  G. Parfit, 20 Redland Park, Redland, Bristol, 6.

G3BSL  E. Hardy, c/o 26 Lyndham Avenue, Burton-on-Trent, Staffs.

G3BUE  J. F. Gomer, 266 Cowdray Avenue, Colchester, Essex.

G3BUF  B. J. Fost, 4 Railway Cottages, Waggon Road, Hadley Wood, Barnet, Herts.

G3BUN  J. C. Gregory, 8 Vernon Road, Hornsey, London, N.8.

G3BWH  R. Tullioch, 50 Hardman Avenue, Rawtenstall, Rossendale Valley, Lancs.

G3BWS  L. Freeman, 125 Nelson Road, Gillingham, Kent.

G3BYB  N. S. C. Priest, 7 Grange Road, Hayes, Middx.

G3BYS  K. Daniels, 85 Tolcarne Drive, Pinner, Middx.

G3BYR  CQMS Crofts, Hildebrand Barracks, Harrogate, Yorks.


G3CBF  G. F. Kelly, 15 Earlswood Avenue, Thornton Heath, Surrey.

G3CBW  H. Walker, 9 Chester Street, Middlesbrough, Yorks.

GW3CBY  R. Webb, 6 Hanover Street, Swansea, Glam., S.Wales. (Tel. : Swansea 28061.)

G3CCA  C. L. Wright, B.Sc.(Eng.), c/o 36 Woodstock Road, Mowmacre Hill, Leicester. (Tel. : Leicester 62042.)

G3CCC  H. Barnes, 4 Rossall Road, Cleveleys, Blackpool, Lancs.

G3CCF  R. R. Clarke (ex-VU2BN). 24 Cecil Road, Alderley Edge, Chester.


G3CD  S. Taylor, 68 Richmond Wood Road, Queens Park, Bournemouth, Hants.
New QSL QTH

The QSL Manager for the British (D2) Zone of Germany is now Capt. J. S. Howe, D2DS, Entries & Exits Branch, 100 HQ CCG (BE), Bad Salzuflen, B.A.O.R. He will handle all D2 cards both ways. Amateur Radio journals, please copy. "Another Noise-Limiter Design"

Further to the article appearing in our July issue, an important point has arisen out of correspondence between G2AAN (the author) and G5BT. From this, it is clear that results with the limiter may be unsatisfactory if the input and output leads are run in the same screening braid. The test is to remove the 6J5; if signals disappear, then the limiter is working correctly. If signals are still readable without difficulty, then the self-capacity between input and output leads is too high.

The remedy is to have an entirely separate single screened input lead coming up through the main chassis into the sub-chassis, and an unscreened output lead, spaced well away, to the volume control.

Boobery Section

Another error crept in—quite a little one, but it still wants correcting. In the article "Simplified Coverage Calculations" in the April issue, page 91, Line 10 should read C in µµF, and not as given. E. N. Wright of Brough, Yorks, corrected us on this.

Crystal Exchange

The following wish to do business:

G3ARU, 69 Lord Avenue, Ilford, Essex. Has 7375 kc in standard holder. Wants 3520 kc (or near) in holder.

G6BB, 35 Criffel Avenue, London, S.W.2. Has 1780 kc crystal. Wants 7045 kc or near.

Candler System

Just to remind readers that their London Offices at 121 Kingsway, W.C.2. will be closed during the period August 2-11. They must have a break some time.

Swiss Outing

The Swiss National Mountain Day, now a well-established event in the calendar of activity, takes place this year on August 24, during the period 0900-1300 DST.

Operation will be confined to 3.5 mc; stations will be entirely portable and limited to a total all-up weight of 13½ lb. They are to be sited at a height of not less than 3,270 ft., the last 1,000 ft. of which must be tackled the hard way—on foot—with the station complete carried by the operator. Needless to say, the only power limitation is that any sort of mains connection is prohibited!

Some of the other rules are pretty stiff, too. Not only must all participants turn in the usual operating log (in duplicate), but the report must include photographs (a) of the station in action, and (b) the equipment packed up for the climb.

So any HB1's you may hear on 3.5 mc during the morning of Sunday, August 24, will certainly be earning their points.

Corrections

Further to the Test Report on their 5/10 Expander which appeared in our July issue, we are informed by Messrs. Radiovision (Leicester), Ltd., that normally the IF is set to 1.5 mc and not at 1.6 mc; this difference would account for the calibration error of 200 kc we noted on the 58 mc range.

Users of the Expander should of course operate their instruments as for a 1.5 mc IF channel, when the dial readings may be taken as accurate.

And Messrs. Taylor Electrical Instruments have asked us to point out that the sensitivity of their Universal Model 120A is 1,000 ohms per volt, and not as given in their advertisement on p. 311 of the July issue.

Dorothy Hall, W2IXY

Whether they may have worked her or not, many readers will know W2IXY as a personality. As has been widely reported, she is visiting this country and the Continent during the period August 1-September 4.

Mrs. Dorothy Hall will be writing about her tour exclusively for us and an article by her on the Amateur Radio aspect of her visit will appear in the October issue of our Short Wave Listener, due on September 18.
THE MONTH WITH THE CLUBS
FROM REPORTS

Activity seems to be maintained at a fairly high level. It is remarkable, however, to find that whereas some Clubs decide to close down completely for the month of August, others report attendances up to standard for June and July and propose to keep going.

There is this much to be said for keeping "open-house" during August: That members of other Clubs may well be on holiday in your vicinity. But this may only apply to Clubs in holiday resorts!

At all events, there is a very healthy continuity about the reports from many of the well-established Clubs and Societies which indicates that a very successful winter season may be expected. Field Days, D/F Contests, and portable events of all sorts are proving popular, and we look forward to hearing the results of many of these proposed affairs.

Reports for next month, please, by first post on August 13; those arriving after this will definitely not appear in next month's feature. (And there are always the odd half-dozen that do arrive just too late!) Address them to the Club Secretary, The Short Wave Magazine, 49 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1. And any photographs of Club meetings, events, gear or personalities will be welcomed.

Stockport Radio Society.—This club is closing for the month of August, but members are being away on holiday. The recent exhibition was very successful, although no DX was worked, the station being on 28 mc and the noise level in the centre of Stockport rather high: a photograph appears herewith. The next meeting, on September 1, takes place at the Textile Hall, Chestergate, at 7.45 p.m.

Brighton & Hove Group.—Members recently visited the Royal Naval Air Station, H.M.S. Peregrine, together with members of the Worthing Group, and were shown round the radio communication installations. At another recent meeting, a lecture was given by Mr. H. G. Menage of Rotherham Ltd., on "Rochelle Salt Crystal Applications." Meetings are held fortnightly at the Golden Cross Hotel, Brighton; next in the series are on August 11 and 25, at 7.30 p.m.

Liverpool & District Short Wave Club.—In spite of holidays, attendances maintain a reasonable level. Work on the club transmitter, Morse classes, a visit to Speke Airport, and auction sales have made up the programme recently, and plans for the winter season are under way.

York & District Short Wave Club.—This club is not closing down for the summer, but continues to hold weekly meetings. Morse classes and Brains Trusts occupy most of the time. A club transmitter is projected, and new members will be heartily welcomed.

Coventry Amateur Radio Society.—The highlight of recent activities was a lecture by G5PP and G6TD on "The Velocity Factor in the Design of Low Impedance Feeders". A "Hints and Tips" evening will be followed by a Brains Trust and another "Ham Quiz", and the Annual General Meeting will be held on September 29.

Wirral Amateur Radio Society.—Only one meeting has been arranged for August—on the 27th—at the Y.M.C.A., Whetstone Lane, Birkenhead. The July meeting took the form of a very successful junk sale, at which prices tended to be lower than usual. Prior to that the Club had a lecture from G6VS (ex-VU2EU) on his amateur experiences in India.

Birmingham & District Short Wave Society.—Membership is steadily increasing, more interest being shown, in particular, in the Monday Morse classes. The August meeting will be held on the 11th, not the 14th as notified last month. Readers in or near Birmingham may be interested to hear that the Birmingham Central Technical Education Trust is running a course for radio amateurs, to assist them in passing the official examination.

Bradford Amateur Radio Society.—Old and new members continue to show interest by turning up regularly and some helpful suggestions for future programmes have been received. There will be no August meetings, but the Secretary will be "at home" to members and prospective members.

Radio Society of Harrow.—This club meets on alternate Wednesdays at Northwick Cafe, Kenton Road, at 7.30 p.m., and membership now exceeds 60. July meetings included a talk on "Atomic Fission Progress" by Mr. Eldridge, of the U.S. Navy, and one on "Watches and Clocks and their application to Radio" by Lt. Allen, R.N.V.R. A 5-metre Field Day is planned for September.

Edgware & District Radio Society (G3ASR).—Attendances still average between 30 and 40, and a very successful Brains Trust was held during July. It is proposed to hold a 1½ mc D/F Contest on September 14, and non-members are invited to participate. The call-sign used will be G3HT/P, on telephony, and the assembly point will be Stanmore Station at 1300. The transmitter will be hidden.
within ten miles of this point. There is an entrance fee of 1s, and prizes will be awarded to successful contestants. Intending competitors should get in touch with Mr. H. W. Pope (G3HT), 4 Gainsborough Gardens, Edgware, Middx., before September 5, forwarding their name, address and entrance fee.

Ashton-Under-Lyne & District Amateur Radio Society (G3BND).—Welcome to this club, a newcomer to these pages. It meets on the first Sunday of the month, at the B.R.C.S. Headquarters, but its transmitter is installed at Astral House, Stalybridge, where Morse classes and workshop facilities are provided. G5PX is in charge of instruction, and the number of pupils is on the increase.

Oswestry & District Radio Society.—Meetings are held fortnightly at the Oswestry Technical College. Formal lectures have been suspended recently, until after the A. G. M., and informal rag-chews have been very popular. The club is shortly to visit Parkhall Training Camp to view the artillery radar equipment. G3ASC, a member of the club, recently worked over 40. The July lecture was given by G2NH of the Quartz Crystal Co., Ltd., on the subject of cutting, grinding and processing quartz crystals. A full programme has been arranged for the coming season; meetings on first and third Tuesdays at 7.30 p.m.

Reading & District Amateur Radio Society.—Meetings are held on the second Wednesday and last Saturday of each month at the Palmer Hall, West Street, and attendances are being well maintained. Talks have been given recently by Mr. Peck (Messrs. E. Turner) on “Car Radio,” and by the Society’s President (Dr. C. G. Lemon) on “Ultra-Short-Wave Oscillations,” with practical demonstrations. A D/F Contest was also held in the district, but competitors entering from Birmingham won the first prize!

Worcester & District Amateur Radio Club.—Meetings are held on the first Thursday of each month at the Victoria Institute, The Foregate, at 7 p.m. Members will be welcomed—Secretary’s QTH in panel.

Sutton & Cheam Radio Society. Welcome to a newcomer. Formed in October 1946, this club has held fortnightly meetings ever since in “Ye Olde Red Lion”, Park Road, Cheam. The average attendance is between 35 and 40. The July lecture was given by G2NH of the Quartz Crystal Co., Ltd., on the subject of cutting, grinding and processing quartz crystals. A full programme has been arranged for the coming season; meetings on first and third Tuesdays at 7.30 p.m.

Romford & District Amateur Radio Society (G4KF).—The August programme is as follows: on August 11 Mr. D. H. Morley continues his lecture on Micro-waves; on the 18th there is an exhibition of members’ home-constructed gear; and on the 25th Mr. M. Sorsky (G3BKD) gives the second talk on “Maths applied to Receiver Design.” On September 1 there will be a Junk Sale.

Doncaster & District Amateur Radio Society (G3BCM).—With the advent of their call-sign, members are busy getting the Club transmitter together and hope to be on the air shortly. Ten members are licensed, and use the 1.7 and 3.5 mc bands most evenings. Morse classes continue for the juniors, who are very keen, and much further activity is contemplated for the winter season. Meetings are on Wednesdays at 7.30 p.m., at 73 Hexthorpe Road, and visitors are always welcome.

 Worthing Group.—Yet another newcomer to our reports, and welcome. This Group was formed last October, and ended its regular meetings for the summer months in May. On July 13 H.M.S. Peregrine was visited (see Brighton notes). The Annual General Meeting will be held at 7.30 on September 4, at the Thomas

G4HK, with G2FWM on right, in charge of G4HK/A of the Stockport Radio Society at a local exhibition recently.
Hounslow & District Radio Society.—Interesting and instructive talks have been given at recent meetings; Superhet Design is being covered stage by stage, and a member’s modified R1155 has been examined and described in detail. A junk sale was also held in July. There will be no August meeting, but activities will recommence on September 3.

North-East Amateur Transmitting Society (“N.E.A.T.S.”)—A commodation in Newcastle is now being secured, and meetings will be held there, in rotation with those in Sunderland, North Shields and South Shields. The first of such meetings will take place on August 25, at Jesmond Road at 8 p.m. All amateurs within reach of Newcastle are invited to attend.

Thanet Amateur Radio Society.—Activities have been suspended while the members have been cleaning up their new Headquarters and collecting gear together. Margate Council have recently made premises available in a large house set in spacious grounds, and discussion is rife on the most suitable type of aerial system to erect. Two more members (G3CBZ and G3CED) have recently been granted licences.

Wanstead & Woodford Radio Society (G3BRX)—Membership continues to average 30 per meeting, and meetings are still held weekly. Finding that the SWL members tended to be somewhat “shy,” the plan was put into operation of splitting up into small groups at a meeting, with a transmitting member in each, to answer questions. This excellent plan has brought about greater understanding between SWL’s and transmitters, and should be a useful tip for other Clubs.

Slade Radio.—The second of the D/F tests in the series for the Harcourt Trophy was held in July. Five competitors out of the ten starters succeeded in locating the hidden transmitter, and Mr. C. Smart (the new Secretary) scored the highest number of points with 88.5. Further tests are arranged for August 31 and September 28.

Harrogate & District Short Wave Radio Society.—Members recently spent an interesting evening at the Leeds station of the BBC, where they saw a live show broadcast and were conducted round the Control Room, Third Programme transmitter and other items of equipment. On August 6 Mr. C. A. Norman of the G.E.C. is lecturing on “Recent Developments in Valves and Cathode Ray Tubes,” and on the 20th G8UY, on old-timer, will talk on “Modulation and Radiation,” in the series on the Fundamentals of Radio. Surrey Radio Contact Club. The monthly meetings are well attended, and in July there was standing room only, to hear G2IG lecture on “Noise Limiters.” The next meeting will be held on August 12 at the Blacksmiths Arms, South End, Croydon, at 7.30. New members will be cordially welcomed.

Following are the names and addresses of the secretaries of Clubs whose reports appear in this issue. They will be pleased to give every assistance to prospective members.

ASHTON-UNDER-LYNE (G3BND).—N. H. Brown, B.Sc., A.R.I.C., 63 Corporation Road, Audenshaw, Manchester.

BIRMINGHAM.—N. Shirley, 14 Manor Road, Stechford, Birmingham, 9.

BRADFORD (Amateur Radio Society).—J. H. Macdonald, G4GJ, Mayfield, Wagon Lane, Bingley. (Tel.: Bingley 965.)

BRIGHTON AND HOVE.—J. R. D. Sainsbury, G2YS, 118 Moor Street, Coventry. (Tel.: Coventry 4578.)

DONCASTER (G3CBM).—H. Flintham, 50 Burton Avenue, Balby, Doncaster.

EDGWARE (G3ASR).—R. H. Newland, G3VW, 3 Albany Court, Montrose Avenue, Edgware, Middx.

HARROGATE.—K. B. Moore, Spinney Cottage, 2a Wades Crescent, Harrogate.

HARROW.—J. F. A. Lavender, G2KA, 29 Crofts Road, Harrow, Middx.


HARROGATE & DISTRICT RADIO SOCIETY. —J. H. Macdonald, G4GJ, Mayfield, Wagon Lane, Bingley. (Tel.: Bingley 965.)

IRELAND.—G. H. Blee, 21 Frongoch Road, Walthamstow, N. 17.

KINGSTON.—A. W. Knight, G2LP, 132 Eltar Avenue, Tolworth, Surrey.

LIVERPOOL.—T. W. Carney, G4QC, 9 Gladeville Road, Aigburth, Liverpool, 17.

MEDWAY.—J. S. Coomes, Studio, Longhill Road, Chatham, Kent.

NORTH-EAST.—A. J. Jeffrey, Rutland House, 9 Lloyd Road, Broadstairs, Kent.

SUTTON AND CHEAM.—E. Ward, G8GD, 83 Mulgrave Road, Sutton, Surrey.

THANET.—A. J. Jeffrey, Rutland House, 9 Lloyd Road, Broadstairs, Kent.


WINTER.—G. W. Morton, 42 Southfarm Road, Worthing, Sussex.

YORK.—G. W. Kelley, G5KC, 123 Kingsway West, Acomb, York.
COAXIAL PLUG AND SOCKET

A new sensible range of co-axial plugs and sockets, complying with the tentative specification prepared by the Radio Component Manufacturers Federation for domestic television aerial connection, car radio, and ideal for incorporation in electronic test and other equipment.

Can be quickly loaded without soldering metal shield of cable.

The range includes socket on chassis, line coupling, through chassis connector, twin and single right-angle plugs. Capacitance plug and socket together approximately 3 p.F. Can accommodate a range of cables from $\frac{1}{4}$ in. to $\frac{1}{8}$ in. over shield and up to 0.04 in. central conductor.

Snap engagement; silver-plated contacts.

BELLING & LEE LTD
CAMBRIDGE AERIAL ROAD, ENFIELD, MIDDX

THIS USEFUL NEW FOLDER-

... tells you all about the complete range of Henley SOLON Electric Soldering Irons, for the standard voltage ranges of 200/220 and 230/250: 65 watt and 125 watt models fitted with oval-tapered bits or pencil bits and 240 watt models fitted with oval-tapered bits are available.

Write to-day for the new folder ref. Y.10 describing HENLEY SOLON ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRONS
ACCURACY in Frequency Measurement

This Wavemeter is new and unused. There are two types - W1252, covering 22 to 30 Mcs, and W1239, covering 39 to 51 Mcs. Ex-Government stock, fitted with components of the finest quality, individually calibrated. All enclosed in copper-lined wooden carrying case, measuring 15 x 9 x 10" deep.

Voltage 200 to 250 A/C - 50 cycles.

Moderately priced at £4. 2. 6 each.

If your present problem is in Radio Components — Radiographic may produce a solution. Send for lists.

A few examples --

(1) Rotary Beam Aerial Systems Complete ... £7 : 10 : 0
(2) Complete P.A. Stages 480's ............... £2 : 0 : 0
(3) R107 Receivers in excellent condition .... £25 : 0 : 0
(4) 12v in, 230v. 100 M.A. Out Vibrator Units 19 : 6

Radiographic

Limited

66 Osborne Street, Glasgow

Telephone Bel. 3776

KINGSTON RADIO SERVICE & SUPPLIES

66 LONDON ROAD, KINGSTON, SURREY

Phone KIN 5919

Surrey Agents for Q5R9 Amateur Radio Products

BCI. Suppressor Units for curing BCI interference. Available for any three amateur bands. In black crackle case 3" x 4" x 11/2". Price 13/-.

MSU. Mains Filter Unit. Fitted with a plug and socket. In black crackle case 2" x 3" x 4". Price 13/6.

FMM. Matchmeter for measuring standing wave ratio on transmission lines. Indispensable for efficient aerial matching. Price £3 10s.

TXB. Transmitting beams for 20, 10 and 5 Metres. All metal construction, motor driven. Remote control and electronic indicator. Supplied with Dural mast and guys, cables, etc. Ready for immediate use. Price and fuller particulars on request. Parts sold separately if required. Ask for list TXB.

Complete Power Supply. Brand new Ex-Govt. Ideal for receivers, VFO, converters, bias supply, pre-selectors, etc. 110-180 to 230v. A.C. input, 200/240v. at 30/50 m/a D.C. output. Also 130v. stabilized, 6-3y, heater supply C.T. Unit comprises of Mains transformer, choke, three electrolytic condensers, 6X5 Rec. and neon stabilizer, etc. Contained in black crackle case. Price £3.


Our Mail Order Department is providing a rapid and efficient service for the above items and hundreds of others which are contained in our latest list. Write for your copy now. We despatch any goods C.W.O. or C.O.D. Carriage is payable for orders under £3 in value or on goods of a weighty or bulky nature.

Distributors for

HAMRAD — Denco — Labgear — Radiocraft — Q-Max

SURREY'S LEADING AMATEUR RADIO SPECIALISTS.
BRIEF SPECIFICATION
50 Ranges, 1,000 ohms per volt.
Instantaneous Automatic Meter.
Overload Protection.
4-inch scale and knife edge pointer.
Volts, A.C. and D.C. up to 1,000.
Current, A.C. and D.C. from 20 mA
up to 5 amps.
Resistance, from 1 ohm to 1
megohm with internal battery.
Buzzer. Fitted for Continuity tests.
A glance at the specification will show
that this new Taylor Universal Meter
is an instrument that 'does ever-
thing and suits everybody.' All stan-
dard ranges can be extended by the use
of adaptors.
This meter is extremely
simple to operate and uses only two
terminals. Now available for immediate
delivery from your usual dealer or
direct from the manufacturer. Illus-
trated leaflet free on request.

LIST PRICE
£10.10.0

Taylor Electrical Instruments, Ltd., 419-424 Montrose Avenue, Slough, Buckinghamshire
Telephone: Slough, 31381
Telegrams: "TAYLINS," Slough

LABGEAR
MEASURING ACCESSORIES
FOR MODERN STATIONS

Crystal Calibrator
100/1000 kc/s. Cat. No.
B.2015S. Price £15.5.0

Modulation Monitoring
Oscilloscope. Cat. No.
B.2014S. Price £16.16.0

LABGEAR
SALES DEPT, WILLOW PLACE
CAMBRIDGE, ENGLAND
Phone 2494 (2 lines)
Amazing offer!

Ex-R.A.F

Sectional Tubular Steel

AERIAL MASTS

NEW AND UNUSED

Complete with 56 Mc/s Dipole, 40 feet twin R.F. Feeder, two sets Halyards, Rings, Base plate and picket posts. In substantial wooden transit case.

Cash with order

£7–10.

Carriage forward

Send for our Lists of other Ex-Govt Offers

WIRELESS INSTRUMENTS

(LEEDS) LTD

54-56 THE HEADROW, LEEDS, I

Tel: 22262

U.S. ARMY GEAR

All will agree that the sets and parts made by R.C.A. and other leading American companies for the U.S. Army rank among the finest in the world. We are pleased to be able to offer you the following:

BC342.—The standard U.S. Signal Corps Communication Receiver made by R.C.A. Continuous coverage 1.5 to 18 mc/s—six bands and superfine drives allow for perfect station logging—Crystal filter—Phasing control—Two R.F. stages—Send/Receive relay—B.F.O.—Phone and Speaker output jacks—Two I.F. stages—Needs only step-down transformer (110 volts) to work off our 230 50 cycle mains. Tip-top condition.

PRICE £18 10 0, carriage and packing £2, £1 returnable.

BC312. As BC342 above, except that this set is fitted with a power pack for 6 volt D.C. instead of 110 volt A.C. PRICE and carriage as BC342.

AS81/G. This is a directional Antenna System designed to be used in conjunction with the 342 and other comm. receivers to prevent jamming. With this, reception is possible from one direction only. The instruments are brand new and include Loops for working on the bands up to 10 mc/s. Instruction book included.

PRICE £6 10 0, carriage 10/-

ANTENNA TUNING UNITS. Made by leading American companies. Tuning is by means of silver plated tubes on porcelain formers, and the instruments are also fitted with meters to show aerial current, suitable for use with any transmitter.

PRICE £8 10 0, carriage and packing £1 10 0–

£1 returnable.

HAVE YOU HAD OUR SUMMER LIST?

J. BULLS “EX-GOVERNMENT” DEPOT

42-46 Windmill Hill, Ruislip, Middlesex

BARNES RADIO & WHOLESALE

(Dept. S.M.)

Extension speakers in coloured cabinets, 32/-.

Stand-off insulators (½") less bolt, 4/- doz.

Variable condensers (ball-bearing) 50pF 1500v., fine job, 7/-.

Transmitter P.A. coils, variable, with indicator, heavy duty, beautifully designed and rigid, 3/3 each or set of 4, 12/6.

State which amateur band required 20-170 metres. Meters m/c (2") 1½ m/a, 2½/-; 5 m/a, 17/6; 40v., 15/-.

Ceramic coil formers 1½" x 1" screwing, 1/6.

Yaxley switches, 2-bank 6-position, 2/6.

Microphone transformers, low ratio, 2/6.

Tool boxes 14" x 10" x 8" (ex-R.A.F.) strong, 11/-.

Mica strips with clips 1½" x 7", 6d.

Condensers 4 mfd (2 sections), 6/-: 5 mfd, 2/6.

Amphenol weatherproof sockets, 6-pin, 1/3; 4-pin, 1/3; 2-pin, 10 amp., 1/6.

Many other lines — power units, etc.

Send 2½d. S.A.E. for latest interesting lists to:

2 Elmdale Road, Pen, WOLVERHAMPTON
FOR VALVES

In addition to supplying all amateur radio needs, and all leading makes of radio, we specialise in valves, both modern and old types, for British and American sets and transmitting gear. Please enquire for standard types. Selection of special types below. All genuine new, unused.

Raytheon RK20A 50/-
Raytheon RK100 35/-
S.T. Equivalents, RK34, 40/-; RK25, 42/6; 813, 155/-.
S.T. grounded grid oscillators, 3A/147J, 30/6.
V.R. Tubes, VR75/30, VR105/30, and VR150/30, 15/3 each.

American, sealed, 6L6 ... 18/3, All metal
6SK7 ... 12/10, All metal

TANK COILS ON BASES

We can now supply 5, 10, 20 or 40 metre tank coils on bases, with or without link coupler.

Enquiries invited, stating requirements.

Complete range of Wearite P. coils, including 465 kc. B.F.O. ... ... 3/- each

SOUTHERN RADIO AND ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

PLUG-IN COIL FORMERS.—Ribbed 1½ diam.,
2½” long. Raymart: 4-pin threaded, 2/3; standard
6-pin, 2/3; standard 6-pin threaded, 2/6; 6-pin threaded, 2/6; 7-pin threaded, 3/6.

PLUG-IN COILS.—Raymart: 4-pin type, 11-25m
4/5; 20-45m 4/6; 44-100m 4/6; 6-pin type, 11-25m 4/3,
20-45m 4/3; 44-100m 4/3; 80-180m 4/3, 110-250m 5/6.
Eddystone : 6-pin, 260-510m 5/9, 490-1000m 6/6,
1,000-2,000 6/6.

CERAMIC VALVEHOLDERS.—British: 4 and
5-pin, 1/-; 4 and 5-pin glazed, 1/3; 7-pin and Mazda
Octals, 1/6; 9-pin (EF50 type), 2/6. American:
4 and 5-pin, 1/3; 5 and 7-pin glazed, 1/6; 7-pin, 1/3;
Octal, 1/6 and 1/8; Acorn, 2/6; Button, 1/6;
Jumbo 4-pin, 4/6; 7-pin Jumbo, 9/6.

EDDYSTONE FLEXIBLE COUPLERS.—1½”
dia., 3/6.

EDDYSTONE FLEXIBLE DRIVING SHAFTS.
4” dia., 6/6.

SPINDLE EXTENSION SHAFTS.—Eddystone:
Adjustable 4½”-6”, 2/6; Denco, 4” 2/1, 6” 2/4, 8” 2/6.
All types insulated.

DENCO B.F.O. UNITS.—Complete unit requiring
triode valve only for 465Kc or 1.6 Mc’s I.F., 13/6.

FULL RANGE OF EDDYSTONE COMPONENTS
IN STOCK.

EX-GOVT. BARGAINS.—Vibrator packs. Input
12 volts, output 210v 70 m/A, 4/6. Lucas motor-
generators, input 11-12 volts, output 480v 40m/A.
Will also work on 6 volts, 35/6. Three-gang short wave
condensers, 100 pF, 10/6. Two-gang short wave
variable condensers, 160 pF, 10/6. R.F. Thermo couple
meters, full-scale -5 amp, 15/6, full-scale 3 ampms 15/6.
All goods listed above brand new.

85 FISHERTON ST., SALISBURY, WILTS.
Telephone : Salisbury 2108.
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

AUGUST 1947

SHORT WAVE (HULL) RADIO

G5GX

Order your Eddystone 640 receiver now.

Price £51.0-7d. including tax.

We offer the following bargains in second-hand receivers, transmitters etc.

Q Max V.H.F. Converter complete with coils for
5 and 10 metres
1155 Communication receiver, considerably modified,
35m crystal. Transformer and coils for 80,40 and 20,
mounted in 4-panel rack,
Midget 4-valve communications type SW receivers,
19-90 metres, complete with power supply for mains or 6-volt operation, headphones, aerials etc.

Please add extra for carriage and packing.

All our standard lines are still available as per our previous advertisements.

SHORT WAVE (HULL) RADIO

30/32 Prince's Avenue, HULL

Telephone 7168.

ELECTRADIX BARGAINS

MOTORS.—110 and 220 volt D.C. motors, 1/12
h.p. shunt wound, speed 1,500/2,000 r.p.m., 25/-.
CONDENSERS.—16 m.f.d. Ultra S/W variable air condensers, ball bearings, Tantalum insulation,
new, 5/-.
3-gang S/W variable condensers, new, 10/-.
-0005 variable air condensers, ball bearings, 7/-
RELAYS.—We have a large and varied stock of ex-G.P.O. Relays, send for special leaflet “S.W.!”
Relay thermal attachment, 7/6. Mercury tubes,
“on-off” action, 5 amp size, 7/6, postage 1/-
HEADPHONES.—Low resistance headphones, ex-G.P.O., light bakelite case and cap, single
with headband and cord, 4/6 each. Pair with head-
band and cord, 7/6. Useful for circuit testing and lab. work.

SWITCHES.—Dewar key panel type 6-pole
C.O. flush fitting with top plate, 5/-.
Yaxley 3-
pole 3-way, 3/6.
8-pole 1-way, 3/6.
D.P. C.O.
toggle switch, 250v 1 amp, 3/6.
S.P. 1/6.
Lucas
8-way switch boxes, 3/6, 6-way 3/-

VARIABLE wire-wound resistances, 4 ohms
4J amps, 7/6.
Radio type, 10 ohms, 2/6, 30 ohm 4/6.

TERMINALS.—Brass or plated Belling type
with nuts and washers, 6d. each, 5/- dozen. Insulated Belling, 1/- each, 10/- dozen.

TELEPHONES.—Wall type constructors parts ex-G.P.O. Bracket mike, transformer and condenser, walnut box 8" x 6" x 3", with mag. bell and fitted terminals and connections. Hand mag. generator, P.O. receiver switch hook and contacts. All these parts with wiring diagram, 35/-

ELECTRADIX RADIOS

214 QUEENSTOWN RD., LONDON, S.W.8
Telephone MACaulay 2159

RADIO GEAR FOR ALL AMATEURS

We are specialists in complete equipment for all amateurs, whether beginner or serious experimenter. Our stock includes small and medium power transmitters, radiotelephones, oscilloscopes, communication receivers for both UHF and normal frequencies, UHF transmitters and many valuable Ex-Army pieces useful for parts or conversion.

TRANSMITTERS, an entirely new amateur range with built-in Coil unit giving continuous coverage 1-56 mcs. Plug-in crystal holder, 700 power pack, 807 outputs. Two models, 15 and 50 watts respectively. Complete, 15 gns. and 25 gns.

OSCILLOGRAPHS. Two models available from stock. A complete viewing unit with 50 cycle time base, 22" in. ECR30 Tube, many refinements, price 17 gns. complete. Laboratory model by International Electronic Corporation Ltd., 25 gns.

5-10 METRE TRANSCEIVERS, 10 valve complete in steel cabinet for 12v operation & keying and modulation inputs. 6 gns. each.

Power Packs, from 65/- to £22.

200 m/a Chokes, 10/6 each.

5-metre Receiver, Polystyrene chassis, 955 Acorn, Regenerative, 37/6 complete.

Motor Generators from 22/6.

EF50 and SP41, RK34 valves 3/6 each.

Send for our Technical Manual and comprehensive catalogue price 6d., post free.

Individual leaflets on any of the above equipment free against postage. We welcome callers to our showrooms any weekday 9 a.m.—6 p.m. Always open Saturday afternoon.

ADAMS RADIO

655 FULHAM ROAD, LONDON, S.W.6

(Bus 14 passes the door, 11, 28 and 91 within 100 yards. Tube station: Walham Green)

RENown 4178.

ELECTRON HOUSE

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
R.A.F. T1154 TRANSMITTER OUTPUT UNIT

For every user of the famous T1154 a BRAND NEW replacement unit is now available. Just take out the old unit, and insert the new one. Complete in every way and choc-full of transmitting gear.

Contains Coil Condenser Assembly for Power Amplifier for all 3 Frequency Ranges of the T1154. Pre-set frequencies selected by an ingenious "Click-Stop" mechanism which locks the dial at 8 settings.

Among the many components are two .0002 mfd Transmitting Condensers, two sets of the "Click-Stop" mechanism, variable inductance assemblies, stud switching, instrument type coloured knobs, short wave coils, etc., etc., all of use to every ham.

Brand New in Makers Cartons, only 24'6

(U.E.I. CORP. Now at The Radio Corner, 138 Gray’s Inn Road, London, W.C.I. Phone: Terminus 7937. Open Saturdays until 1 p.m. S.A.E. brings current lists)

SAMSONS SURPLUS STORES
169-171 Edgware Road, London, W.2
Tel.: PAD 7851
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY
Postage Extra on all orders

1155 COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS.
Brand new aerial tested, complete with tunable valves, frequency range 16-4,000 meters, £17/10/-.
Ex-Army 109 reception set for 6 volts, 8-valve superhet, complete with spare valves and vibrator, and self-contained speaker, frequency range, 12-2 M.c., £10/10/-.
Ex-Army No. 3 Receivers, brand new, complete with power pack for 100v/250v A.C., and 6v D.C., phones, mains leads, aerial and set of transmitting coils, frequency range, 15-2-31 M.c., £8/15/-.
Miniature communication receiver, M.C.R.1 5v superhet, complete with A.C./D.C. power pack, 2 H.T. batteries, phones, aerial and each, frequency range 20-3,000 metres, brand new, £11/10/-.

WONDERFUL OFFER!

The following meters all brand new and by well-known makers, thermo ammeter 0-4A, in rectangle bakelite case, 0-250 volts A.C., 2½ dial, 150-300v A.C., with external resistance 2½ dial, 0-30 M/A M.C. 2½", 0-500 M/A M.C. 3½", 0-20v H.M/C with adjustable indicator needle, all one price, 17/6, 20-0-20 Ammeter 2½ dial, 12/6, 0-5 Amp. M/C, 12/6, 0-1 M/A M.C. 2½", 22/6. Weston 0-1 M/A M.C. 3½" blank scale, 59'-. Weston micro ammeter 20-0-20 edgewise scale, resistance 1,5000, 57'6. Weston master meter, 0-150v D.C. M.C, 5" scale, 45'-. 0-20v A.C. 5", 32/6. Power pack type 392 for the 145 oscillator, 625v 12.5v, complete with rectifying valves, 24/10/-.


BERT DOBSON
6 GRAND ARCADE, LEEDS, 1
Tel.: 22175

ALL ITEMS LISTED ARE IN STOCK AND WILL BE SENT IMMEDIATELY C.W.O. OR C.O.D.

EDDYSTONE MICRODENSIERS, 20 pF 7/-, 40 pF 7/-, 60 pF 8/-, 100 pF 9/3. EDDYSTONE RF CHOKES, UHF TYPE 1011, 1/9; SHORTWAVE TYPE 1010, 2/4; TX TYPE 1022, 3/-; EDDYSTONE VHF COILS, 3 TURNS 2/3, 4 TURNS 2/3, 5 TURNS 2/4, 8 TURNS 2/4, 10 TURNS 2/4. FREQUENCY BASE FOR ABOVE, 1/4

MULLARD QVO47, 25'-. OSRAM DET 19 (RK34), 22/6; MULLARD EF 54, 21/4; BRIMAR 6L6G, 18'3; BRIMAR 6557, METAL, 12/10; BRIMAR 65G7, 12/10; BRIMAR 65K7, METAL, 12/10; BRIMAR 6SK7GT, 12/10; MULLARD. EF39, 12/10

LABGAR 150 WATT P.A. COIL TURRET WITH COILS FOR 80, 40, 20 AND 10 METERS, 65/17/6

WODEN UMI MODULATION TRANS., 54'-. BERNARD’S SHORT WAVE RADIO HANDBOOK, 2/-

M O R S E Code Training. Please note Cable System Company London Offices will be closed from August 2nd to 11th.

N O R ' West Hams ! See the new Edystone 640, also in stock 504 : AR88 ; SX25 ; CR100 ; RME69 ; also two brand new Nationals : The Rx Specialists, Johnsons (Radio) Macclesfield. Tel. 4080.

Q S L CARDS and LOG BOOKS. APPROVED G.P.O. SAMPLES FREE. ATKINSON BROS., PRINTERS, ELLAND, YORKS.

H. FRANKS. 58 New Oxford St. W.C.1. Tel. Mus. 9594. OFFERS the following ex-Govt. equipment to callers only. Comprising the following :—AC mains driven oscillators : Type 37, 22 to 70 mc complete with six valves and milliammeter in output circuit. Receiving units, Type 69 ; CR units, Type P1246 ; CR power units, Type 526 ; performance meters, Type 53874 ; AC mains wavemeters, Type W1252 ; battery wavemeters, Type W1095 ; receivers, Type 1147 ; receivers 3132 ; indicator modulators, auto transformers ; CR units, Type 198 ; receivers, Type 76A ; battery driven amplifiers ; large assortment of volp, amp and milliammeters, neutralising units with RF meters, metal rectifiers, relays, vibrator packs. Inter-com sets, Bendex HF dummy antennas and loading units, complete with RF meters. 3.56 to 6.066 kc., Six-valve Receivers, type R-25/ARC.5., complete with valves, etc. etc.


S M A R T E N up your rig by using our Aluminium Call Sign Plates, raised polished letters, black background pressed from 11G aluminium. Prices : Letters size, 1 in., 9d. per letter ; Letters size 1½ in., 1/- Postage extra.—C.V.S., Thoro'fare, Harleston, Norfolk.

A LUMINUM chassis and panels to your specification, from 3/9 each. Closed for holidays August 8th-25th.—E.A.D, 13 Bence Lane, Darton, Barnsley.

B U L L S.—Brand new Headphones, 9/- pair.—246 High Street, Harlesden, N.W.10.


Q S L CARDS and LOG BOOKS by MINERV A. The very best obtainable. Samples free from Minerva Press, Elm Park, Romford, Essex.

R E W I N D S.—DON'T THROW THAT BURN T OUT TRANSFORMER AWAY—WE CAN REBUILD IT AT VERY REASONABLE COST AND ALSO MANUFACTURE TRANSFORMERS TO CHOOSE TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS.—G6VS, CARLTON COILWINDING CO., TUDOR CINEMA BUILDINGS, WEST KIRBY, CHESHIRE.

TRADE ADVERTISEMENTS

9d. per word, minimum charge 12/- No series discount; all charges payable with order. Insertions of Radio interest only accepted. Add 25% for Bold Face (Heavy Type).

READERS' ADVERTISEMENTS

3d. per word, min. charge 5/-, payable with order.

E DDYSTONE 540 Receiver absolutely new condition. Xtal gate, Noise Limiter, etc. Must realise. Offers Box 154.

B ARGAIN.—For Sale. Pair RCA 813, £5. RCA 805, £1. Also 6CA, 6J6, two 9035, S/A each. All new unused.—G3JANO, 167 Perth Road, Cowdenbeath, Scotland.

F OR SALE.—Edystone Kilodyne 5 Short Wave Receiver, Complete Speaker and Coils £10.—Davies, 176 Colebourne Road, Kings Heath, Birmingham, 4.

E X -R A F TR9 Battery Operated Transmitter—Receiver, 9-Valves, 2 moving coil meters, £4. One less valves, 30/-.—Highgighton, 12 Gower Road, Brinnington, Stockport, Cheshire.


S A LE, Hallicrafters S11 Super Skyrider, xtal filter, new valves, perfect condition, also Raymart 2 stage Pre-selector—Best Offer over £45.—31-inch Oscilloscope, complete 4 valve time-base Power supply. 2. 807 Amplifiers £16 10.—G2FZ, 9 Antons Road, Pensby, Wirral.

S A LE.—50-watt Rack Transmitter with Stand xta1 Mike, 6L6-6L6-6PFT15, 6L7-6L6-6PR-6L6. £40.—4 Queens Road, Wallington, Surrey. (Wallington 3256.)


F O R EXCHANGE.—Wireless Set No. 12 ; 75 Watts 12 to 17/5 mc CW or Phone for 50 cycle mains operation. Wanted: AR-88 or similar receiver.—Box No. 146.

T O B E. 7 valve communication receiver, speaker and 5 spare valves, offers to 10 Moor Park Road, Northwood, Middlesex.

H A L L I C R A F T E R S21 8-Valve Super 27-68 mc ; £230 v. AC. Best Offer Over £22.—Plant, 33 Manley Road, Sale, Manchester.

F OR SALE.—Hallicrafters Ultra-Skyrider, recently re-aligned, new valves in tip-top condition ideal for the VHF enthusiast. Best offer over £35. —Box No. 148.

B S-C. 348 & Power Supply, converted full per OST, 9 valves—xtal—2 RF—£32 Feb. Over 100 Countries, 34 Zones worked this set.—8GUR, “Whitecliffe”, 43 Rowan Cresas, Bradford, Wolverhampton. (Tel. Penn 36082.)


H A L L I C R A F T E R SKY CHAMPION with S-Meter, Booklet. Re-aligned, condition as new. £22 10s.—50 Southton Road, West Wickham, Kent.

F OR SALE.—CR-100 ex-Nay. 11-valve receiver, mains operated perfect order. 6-Wave Bands, 60 kc to 30 mc. First offer over £35 securities.—Fraser 9a Orford Green, Warrington, Lancs.

S E L L I N G up cheap. Loads of gear, including SW 4 valve TRF, for DC mains. Lists.—G2HKU, 27 Unity Street, Sheerness.

F OR SALE.—3 in. CR Tube 38P1 and mounting (1). 2 x 2 (1) ; 6SN7GT (6) ; 809 (2) ; all brand new. Offers ?—Box No. 149.
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS.—continued.

READERS’—continued.

HALLICRAFTER $20, AC Receiver, perfect, original packing, circuit, 500 kc to 43 mc, £23 or near offer.—Box No. 150.

WANTED.—Dial and drive unit from BC211 or BC221. Complete, instrument considered at reasonable price.—Oxley, 31 Welbeck Avenue, Tunbridge Wells.


SELL.—R.1155, No BFO or magic eye (reconditioned for CW), otherwise perfect, with Power supply. £10 or offer, carriage paid.—Roberts, 88 Middle Street, Deal, Kent.


Oscillators, Type 145. Freq. 2-75 mc. Very popular. Almost unobtainable. A few available to callers only. What cash offers?—G3LIT, 89 Sandhurst East, Twickenham, Middlesex.

SALE : OSCILLATORS, Type 145. £30.—Mount Green, Iolyn Park, Conway, N. Wales.

HALLICRAFTER S20, AC Receiver, requiring only power supply and speaker. £19 to 9,500 kc, 12-volt valves, suitable for car radio: 6 valve superhet. Price £5. One American communications receiver BC348, 8 valve superhet 200kc to 18 mc, requires 6v. heater and 200v. HT supply. £10. Ex-R.A.F. Indicator unit in perfect condition, containing : 2 CRTs ECR30 and ECR50 equivalents; C135 Magneto; O.G. 807, three EA50, three SP61, one L63, one 0-1 mA f.s.d. 2-inch.—one 24v. air blower AC or DC; 15 potentiometers and numerous high voltage valve condensers and other components. £5. Ex-R.A.F. Type 37 mains driven calibrated oscillator, 20-80 mc, approx. 10 watts output! Suitable for VFO or small Tx, £8. Also large number of valves EFS0, BC50, VR56, 650, etc., etc. 4/- each. 6-in. CRT 30/- each.—Box No. 152.

FOR SALE.—Ex-Govt. equipment American Service receiver, requiring only power supply and speaker: range 190 to 9,500 kc, 12-volt valves, suitable for car radio : 6 valve superhet, Price £5. One American communications receiver BC348, 8 valve superhet 200kc to 18 mc, requires 6v. heater and 200v. HT supply. £10. Ex-R.A.F. Indicator unit in perfect condition, containing : 2 CRTs ECR30 and ECR50 equivalents; C135 Magneto; O.G. 807, three EA50, three SP61, one L63, one 0-1 mA f.s.d. 2-inch.—one 24v. air blower AC or DC; 15 potentiometers and numerous high voltage valve condensers and other components. £5. Ex-R.A.F. Type 37 mains driven calibrated oscillator, 20-80 mc, approx. 10 watts output! Suitable for VFO or small Tx, £8. Also large number of valves EFS0, BC50, VR56, 650, etc., etc. 4/- each. 6-in. CRT 30/- each.—Box No. 152.


1155 Ex-R.A.F. Rx completely modified, incorporating Ac. Switch, Headphone Jack and Tone Control. Has been stripped and sprayed cream cellulose. Nearest £12. Also another as originally bought. Nearest £30. £150 paid when delivered free.—G13CDF, 63 Church Street, Portadown, Co. Armagh, N. Ireland.


NATIONAL FBXA Communications Receiver, 8 valves, crystal gate. General coverage 7-20 mc, bandspread 7 and 14 mc amateur bands. Complete with power pack, M/C speaker in cabinet and manual. £25.—Sanderstead 4237.

COMMUNICATIONS receiver MCR.1. Mains and battery operation, 3000-19 metres. Complete with power pack, ‘phones, instructions and diagram. £7 10s.—Sanderstead 4237.

SALE—Canadian Walkie-Talkie 58 set with AC power pack and rod aerial. Offers.—G3H J, "Bullchree", Dunnmail Drive, Carlisle.

TRANSMITTING VALVES.—Quantity, Condition, and price each, in brackets : R.C.A. 830B (two, used, 25/-); R.C.A. 1625 (two, new, 10/-); R.C.A. 1616 (one, used, 10/-); Hytron T240 (three, used, 20/-); Taylor T2007 (two, used, 20/-); Taylor T2854 (two, new, boxed, 40/-); Taylor HD203A (two, new, boxed, 60/-); S.T.C. 2V/400A (one, new, 20/-); Elmac 150T (one, used, 50/-); Ken-Rad 832 (one, new, boxed, 35/-). All "Used" Valves are OK.—Box No. 155.

EDDYSTONE 5/10-metre Converter. As specified in manual, complete with valves : used twice. £10, or offer.—9 Southfield Park, North Harrow, Middlesex.

For sale : All EF50 Receiver by G5UM, with power stage added. Complete with coils, 100-9 metres; Power Pack and spare EF50. Splendid bargain at £10 10s.—Box No. 151.

HAM’S surplus valves. EF50 7/6, EF32, EF16, EBC33 6/- New or as new, guaranteed tested. S.A.E. List.—G3BBU, 38 Ashtead Avenue, London, E.18.

H.R.O. COILS 3.5 to 7.3; 7.0 to 14/4 (bandspread) £4 each for quick sale.—Thomson, "Ross," The Gardens, Brookmans Park, Herts.

B.C-348Q, 8 Valves BFO Crystal Fil., Transformer, etc. New condition 20 mc to 200 kc. Black Crackles. Reason for sale, Advertiser has two. Offers around £30. Eddystone pre-selector 2 valves, coils, etc. Unused, £10.—F. W. Davies, 19 Averil Road, Leicester.

SKY CHAMPION in excellent condition, for sale or exchange for Tx. Valves or Gear.—G5YY, 8 Ashford Avenue, Morley, Yorks.
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS.—continued.

READERS’—continued.


V55R band spread expander, spare EF50, 6J5 ; perfect, £15 ; or £30 pair. 50-watt xmitter 6L6, 807, 4 xtal, 20 and 40 metre coils, £9. Power pack, 750 v. 250mA, 6.5 v. 4a fl. tf., 2 GU50 £7, or £15 pair. WAC and 78 countries in 5 months. Dispose lot £42.—F/L Puyenbroek. R.A.F. Station Stradishall, Suffolk.

SX24 xtal, S-meter, etc. Bandspread on ham-rbands. As new, only recently used. £38, or offers to 60 Pevworth Road, Harrow.

H.R.O. Band Spread Coils required for Ham bands, also B2 Trans/Rcvr.—Price G2AYC, 11 Holmwood Road, Cheam, Surrey.

BC-342N RECEIVER. 1-5-18 mc, 2-R.F’s; 2-I.F’s; Crystal gate. 6F6 output. AC Power Pack. £10 or offer. R.1155, re-aligned, AC Power Pack, KT63 output stage. £15 or offer.

Two R.116’s, re-aligned, one HT battery, accumulator and one pair tubes. £7 10s. the lot. AC/DC TRF Quality Receiver, cathode follower output £6. Vivafox K12/10, 15 watt, 12 ins. speaker, unused. Price new £7 10, bargains at £5 10. Manning. 20 Speer Road, Thames Ditton, Surrey.


TROPHY “8” 7-550 metres. A/C mains, perfect. £20. (80) Modern Radio Books. Bargain £8 10s. Also test equipment, etc. S.A.E. 62 Tixall Road, Stafford.

writes B.S.W.L. 2277. 452 Wortley Road, Rotherham.

A.R.88 for sale, minus cabinet and meter, otherwise in perfect condition. Reasonable offer. 6 Station Road, Solihull, Birmingham.

HAMS !


CHOKES. 300 m/a. 10 Henry. Fully tropicalised. A super job. Unrepeatable at 13/6 each. Post 1/-.

24d. Stamp brings you complete list.

DUNK & HEALEY
67 OSNABURGH ST., LONDON, N.W.1

EDDYSTONE ‘640’

We are now booking orders for this first-class communications receiver. Demonstration model on view at our Show Room.

EDDYSTONE ‘504’ in stock

52-page Catalogue of Components and Accessories, 1/- Post Paid.

B. T. S.

THE Radio Firm of the South
63 London Road, Brighton 1, Sussex

H.A.C.

Short-Wave Equipment

Noted for over 15 years for • • •

Short-Wave Receivers and Kits of quality

One Valve Kit, Model “C” Price 20/-
Two ... ... “E” 43/-

These kits are complete with all components, accessories, and full instructions.

Before ordering send stamped addressed envelope for descriptive catalogue.

Note new sole address —

“H.A.C.” SHORT-WAVE PRODUCTS
(Dept. VIC.) 66 New Bond St., London, W.1

AMATEURS, ENGINEERS, LABORATORY WORKERS and RADIO-SERVICEMEN should send at once for a “TUNING-WAND,” the most methodical and scientific aid in checking tuned circuits for alignment or resonance. Price 5/- Post Free. (Trade enquiries invited.)

A. & H. WHITE,
Radio Development Engineers,
105-107 Talbot Road, London, W.11

Phone. BAY 6780.

Sensation—Ex-Govt. Units Ready-wired Chassis (Heart of 3-Valver Battery Receiver)

NEW 26/- NEW

We have also all the rest—necessary to complete the job. Tested and the result: non plus ultra performance. Limited delivery in rotation.

BULLS, 246 High Street, Harlesden, N.W.10
OUR 1946 LIST IS NOW AVAILABLE. All enquiries must be accompanied by a 2½d. stamp.

FIRST GRADE OIL FILLED PAPER CONDEN-SORS, with miniature stand-off insulators and fixing clipt. Price £1/4½ - per dozen; 2 mfd. 600 v., 1/9 each or 14½ - per dozen.

MIDGET RADIO KIT.—Complete with drilled chassis, valves and loudspeaker, only cabinet re-quired, medium and long wave T.R.F. Size: 19 in. x 6 in x 6½ in. 4 valves, inc. rect., tone control, A.C./D.C. operation, 200/250 v. Circuit and constructional details supplied. Price, including tax, £7/7/0. Cabinet, if required, 25/- extra.

ROTARY TRANSFORMERS, input 12 v., output 180 v., 30 mA, 4 v. 2-3 a, with 19 volts output, input is 50 per cent. higher. May be used on D.C. mains as L.T. Charger. With smaller conversion could operate as D.C. Motor. Original cost over £5. Employ powerful ring magnet. Price 10/- each.

ALUMINIUM CHASSIS.—Substantially made of bright 500 - 2000 gauge, with four sides, 10 in. x 8 in. x 24 in. 7/-; 12 in. x 9 in. x 21 in., 7/-; 16 in. x 8 in. x 21 in., 8/6; 20 in. x 8 in. x 24 in., 10/-; 22 in. x 10 in. x 21 in., 13/6.

VIBRATOR TRANSFORMERS. Input 6 v., output 150 v. 25 mA in steel case, with complete smoothing. Size 6 in. x 6 in. x 5 in. 21/6 in. 40/-.

TRANSFORMERS. Available in “ Drop through” or above chassis mounting. Input 200/250 v., 50 cycle, 50 mA, 5 v. 2-3 a, 4 v. 3 a, 3 in. x 3 in., 50 - 120 p.f. Price 15/-. Larger model, 5,000 revs. 1/35 h.p. 30/-. VIBRATOR PACKS. With complete smoothing. 12 v. input, output 150 v, 40 mA. Contained in neat steel case, and is combined with a single valve amplifier. (No valve supplied). Price, 35/-.

TRANSFORMERS. Government surplus, super quality. All 230 v. input.

Type 2.—40 v. 2 a. (Excellent for reworking). 15/-.

Type 3.—500v-1000v, 150 mA, 4 v. 2 a., 4 v. 1 a., 4 v. 5 a., 35/-. Type 4.—865-0-865 v. Tapped at 760 and 690 v. 500 mA. Complete with L.T. trans. for rect. heaters 4 v. 3-5 a. twice. Price 8/-.

Type 5.—450-450 v. Tapped at 300 v., 150 mA, 4 v. 3-5 a., 4 v. 3-5 a., 30/-. SHORT WAVE CONDEN-SORS. High-grade Ceramic insulation. Super Midget type. Single-ends available in 10, 20, 50, 75, 100 p.f. (75 p.f. has double spindle for ganging). Price 1/-.


500 MICROAMP METERS. Moving coil, 2 in. diameter, flush mounting, available by the following manufacturers: Met-Vick 500 ohms. Ferranti 79 ohms. Weston 116 ohms. Either type £1/-. Special quotations for quantities. The following accessories are available to convert the above meter into a millimeter. Five multipliers plus/minus 2½ per cent. to read 10/50/100/250/1,000, 7/6 the set. Bridge type meter rectifier, 10/-. RADIOGRAM CABINETS. Diametrical appearance and good workmanship. Size: 31½ in. high, 1½ in. deep, 33 in. wide. French polished, veneered walnut. Price £26. Also available complete with electric motor with auto stop, £30/3/9, or with electric motor, auto stop and magnetic pick-up, £23/13/4. Ditto with Rothermel Crystal Pick-up, £35/2/1, or with 8 record-changer, £45/7/6.

METERS. A huge purchase of military surplus meters allows us to offer the following bargains. All meters are by the best makers and are contained in bakelite cases. Prices are about one-quarter of original cost.

300 v. 3½ in. 15K Flip M. I. A.C. 7/6
500 mA. 3 in. — Proj. M. C. D.C. 12/6
250/250 microA. 2 in. 100 Flip M. C. D.C. 7/6
40 v. 2 in. 8 K Flip M. C. D.C. 7/6
2½ a. 2 in. — Flip Thermo. H. F. 7/6
4 a. 2½ in. Port. H. W. H. F. 3/-
3 KV. 3½ in. 1 meg. Flip M. C. D.C. 20/-
20 a. 2 in. — Flip M. C. D.C. 7/6
40 a. 2 in. — Flip M. C. D.C. 7/6
25 a. 3½ in. — Flip M. C. D.C. 7/6
25 a. 3½ in. — Proj. M. C. D.C. 7/6
25 a. 3½ in. — Flip M. I. D. C. 7/6
FERRANTI 1 MILLIAMP METERS, 3½ in. external diameter, flush mounting, with self-contained Westinghouse bridge rectifier. Scale marked 0-10 volts with fifty divisions, fitted in well-made wooden box 6 x 5 x 5 in. 35/-. PARMEKO SUPER QUALITY DRIVER TRANS- FORMERS, 6-1 ratio. O. T. primary and split secondary, weight, 3 lb., handle 15 ma primary current. 15/-. D/C TO A/C CONVERTERS. Input, 18/24 v. D/C, Output, 230 v. 50 cycles 100 watts, £5. Similar model, output 200 watts, in silence cabinet, £10. POWER PACKS. Input, 210-240 v. 50 cycles. Output 250 v. 80 mA, 6-3 v. 3-5 a. Fully smoothed. Contained in substantial screening box, with full wave valve, £2/10/.

2-VALVE SHORT-WAVE BATTERY KIT. A complete kit of parts for a 2-valve superhet. Covers 16-50 and 200-557 metres. AC/DC 200-250 v. 6/8, 6K7, 6K7, 25A6, 25Y5. Size : 10 x 6 x 6 in. Completely drilled Chassis. Price, including tax, £8/5/-. An attractive bakelite cabinet can be supplied at 25/ extra.

VALVES. Hard-to-set types, metal, 6K7, 6L6, 6H6, 524, 637, 65R7, 6L7, 125A7, 6C5, 6SK7.

MAGNETIC PICK-UP HEADS. Fit gramophone tone arm, 17/6.
GET YOUR ORDER IN EARLY

First Release of the

"Q-MAX" B4/40 TRANSMITTER

A Complete 40 watt Four Band Transmitter for Phone or C.W.

- Four Bands 80-40-20-10 metres—single switch.
- Two Tuning Controls only.
- Built-in Modulator and Power Pack.
- High efficiency Four Band Tank Coil Turret.
- Instant Crystal changing from front of panel.
- Forty watts C.W., Thirty-five watts phone to KTBC Final.
- All essential circuits metered.
- Provision for Low Impedance input from a V.F.O.
- The whole completely housed in attractive black crackle finished steel cabinet 19"x10"x9½".

Nothing external except Microphone and Key

BRITISH MADE THROUGHOUT

PRICE

£75

THE "Q-MAX" ABSORPTION WAVEMETER AND PHONE MONITOR

for checking frequency harmonics and parasitics in Oscillators, Doublers, etc. All amateur bands covered.

With 1 inductance... Price 35/-

(Extra inductances, 3/9 each)

THE "Q-MAX" CHASSIS CUTTER

Patent applied for

Does away with tiresome drilling and scraping. Holes cut easily and cleanly. Punch cuts through chassis, die prevents distortion, spanner turns bolt to cut holes.

Size of holes 1½" (octal) ... 10/6

1¾" and 1½" ... 12/6

(Postal 9d. extra)

Berry's

(SHORT WAVE) LTD

25, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W. C. 1

OPPOSITE CHANCERY LANE

TELEPHONE: HOLBORN 6231

Illustrated Catalogue 6d. post free